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Introduction
Never has there been a time in human history that I’m aware of when humans have had such
unfettered access to the Divine.
Through channel Linda Dillon, in this book we hear pivotal messages on an important theme
from the Divine Mother and Archangel Michael.
Who is the Divine Mother? The Divine Mother is the Creator, Preserver and Transformer of all
universes. Only she can be known. Her divine consort, the Heavenly Father, cannot be known.
And who is Archangel Michael? Well, he's a tremendously loving, gentle, forgiving boss to work
for, I can tell you that.
Linda Dillon’s Archangel Michael is the wisest channeled voice I’ve ever come across. I’ve
benefitted astronomically from having had the access to him that I have. And I hope you have to.
As to who he is beyond that, who does not know Archangel Michael? Warrior of Peace,
Archangel of Love.
And yet to no other generation has he spoken through so many channels. In no other generation
could we interview him.
Why are we so blessed? Let me assume that you don’t know what’s happening on Planet Earth.
If you do, perhaps pass over this discussion.
Hindus speak of “yugas” or ages, such as the Dark Age (Kali Yuga) and the Golden Age (Sat
Yuga).
We’re entering the Golden Age or Sat Yuga now, also called the New Age and the Age of
Aquarius. We're watching the fall of the planet’s former controllers and we’re on the verge of a
concerted lightworker effort to build a new world.
If you reached this far, take a breath.
The real reader of this book is the lightworker who’s volunteered to be a financial steward or
wayshower and wants a handy collection of pivotal statements from the Mother and Michael on
how to build Nova Earth after the Reval.
These are the latest and/or most detailed statements. With a few statements from other years that
have set the context.
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Thank you for volunteering long ago to serve in the reconstruction of planet and society. And
thank you for having stayed the course over the long wait for events to start occurring (visibly).
As of today (April 3, 2017), the green flag hasn’t yet been given. But we’ve been using the time
to get clear on our missions and procedures and shed any unnecessary baggage.
Thanks to Joanne, Dana, Kate and Mary for our transcripts.
I turn you over now to the Divine Mother and Archangel Michael. And thank you, Linda.
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Divine Mother: New Year's Message 2017

Transcript ~ The Divine Mother: New Year's Message 2017
Divine Mother, An Hour with an Angel, December 29, 2016
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/12/31/new-years-message-2017/
Linda Dillon: Channel for the Council of Love
Steve Beckow: Host, InLight Radio
Divine Mother: Greetings. Yes, I am Universal Mother Mary, Mother of Hope, Mother of
Change, Mother of Love. But I also come to you this day as Our Lady of Guadalupe – as Maria
de Guadalupe.
I come to strew flowers and roses at your feet, to crown you with stars, to invite you to this time
of fulfillment – the fulfillment of your dreams, your hopes, your promises, and mine, sweet ones;
to welcome you and to remind you that this is a time of miracles. Yes, I have come and I have
spoken to you about the miraculous and about miracles – as you would call them – long ago.
I come this day as Maria, as Our Lady of Guadalupe because for many of you it is your most
recent knowing of my presence upon your planet in the very physical manifestation of miracles,
of trust, of joy, of faith, and yes, fulfillment.
I remind you and I especially share with you, for those of you who do not know the story or the
unfoldment of my beloved Juan Diego – a simple man, a simple peasant, that I had chosen to be
my emissary upon this Earth – just as I choose each of you my beloved children, mis niños.
Too often you shy away, thinking that I am the unapproachable Mother, the Supreme Being, the
Infinite and Eternal, Changeable and Unchangeable, the I AM. Well, let us step back down, let us
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meet in the middle on this wondrous planet, in this wondrous time of bringing to completion one
chapter and bringing through fulfillment of this portion and this segment of our unfoldment.
When I say ‘our,’ I do not simply mean what you construe as the Father and I, or even the Sacred
Trinity. I mean our family which you are part of, that you have always been part of. And yes, in
this new year, in this new time – in my time, 2017, this illusion of separation disappears. No, it is
not simply evaporating. Allow, surrender and recognize the isolation, the separation; this tragic
belief disappears.
As humans, enmeshed in many illusions that have been a human creation, there has been this
belief system that has grown up and in many ways solidified, that there is the Godhead and then
there are the various kingdoms of the Angelics, the Archangelics, the Seraphim, there are the
Ascended Masters and the enlightened beings, there are the star family - the Star beings, and then
there are the human beings, and the animal kingdom, the mineral kingdom – and on and on.
But you do not conceive, not in your everyday knowing, practice and simple breathing existence,
that we are one – that we are a family of one.
Now I understand, my beloved ones, that at times it is difficult for you to conceive - as I speak of
truly the Omniverse or the outer galaxies or other universes - you have either difficulty or little
interest in truly comprehending and grasping that.
But in this universe, this reality even that you think of as Gaia or your solar system, your
planetary system, which by the way, is much larger than you think! Conceive of this – anchor
this truth that I remind you of this day and this year – we are one. I am not some distant Deity
needing to be praised, adored, honoured, prayed to. You do this because you love me and you
love us and of course those prayers and that adoration is heard and received graciously and with
great glee.
But what about just talking? What about just visiting? What about simply sitting together? My
sweet family, you have placed me at a distance. You have placed me out of reach. You have
placed your family out of reach. And so often that has come to be the fulfilment of the belief, that
you do not fully feel our presence, our assistance, our guidance, our help, or our love. And that is
the most important factor.
This is the time of the fulfillment of the family plan. Think of this – in this family plan – that of
all the levels of intervention and assistance and things that you ask for, the most important, the
most critical for all concerned is that you feel and that you be and that you are in the love. That is
everything – that is the Father – that is the Mother – that is the One – that is the All.
And if you are not in the joy of that love, if you are not in the action of that love, if you are not in
the ‘up close and personal’ experience of the love, then you do not have the wherewithal to go
forth in the actual creation of this planet of Nova Earth and the fulfillment of Nova Being – you
are already ‘in and out’ of the fulfillment of your ascension.
When is the final watermark? It is this creation process, it is not only you accepting and
anchoring and being the fullness of your creator self – because you can do that quietly sitting in
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your room or the privacy of your office. It is taking the actions, being in the stillpoint, the
silence, the spaciousness, the dreaming, the expression, the fulfilment of your hopes.
I am not simply your Mother ordering you about, telling you what to do! Consider with me for a
moment what the Mother Energy is. There are reasons why you have this paradigm, this
archetype. It is the Mother Nurturer. It is the Mother Disciplinarian. It is the Mother who ‘course
corrects’ you as you grow. It is the Mother who sees you grow into the truth of fulfillment, the
evolution of your maturity on every level.
I want you, I ask you, I invite you – I plead with you – discuss your hopes and dreams, your
plans with me in the silence of your heart, in the excitement of exchanges. I will let you know –
Mi-ki-el, Yeshua, St Germaine will let you know if there is a course correction to be had.
Do not, my beloveds, think of any of us as further away than your fingertips – this is what is
necessary and desirable, it is what you have always yearned for and what you are most afraid of,
and it is time for this fear to be gone.
I am not a thundering punishing Mother – nor is the Father for that matter! As humans in this
expression of free will you often make what you, in your judgment – you may call it
discernment, but then you fall into judgement – you often make mistakes, missteps, and then you
often halt – stop dead in your tracks – cowering in some ways and so fearful that you have
misstepped that you fall and ask for mercy or want pity. Sweet angels, there is no such thing as
mistakes.
Are there deviations? Yes, most certainly – on a very grand scale (laughing) and on a personal
scale. And has it created situations where there has been need for course correction? Most
certainly. We are capable of adjusting. We are capable of more than you can ever imagine, but we
want you to imagine, we want your desire, your plans, your heart, the love to explode with
potentiality – with the knowing and the belief in miracles. The roses will bloom all over your
planet.
That is why I have come, because as the Mother in this form, you can expect tangible physical
evidence, and I will make this known – no, I am not giving prophesy – that is not my way. I will
show you so that you will build your hope and desires, so that you will come to know that you
are my ‘Juan Diegos’. You are the children of my breath and you are as close as my breath – and
I am as close as your breath!
Do not push me away, please. You have been waiting, some of you patiently and some of you
not, for the physical tangibility – the fulfillment of this segment – of our family plan. Do not
negate it – do not look to the external chaos that now reigns in the United States, Central and
South America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa. Everything is being ‘shook up’.
Think of it as a beautiful snow globe and in that chaos, in that creative chaos – yes, of your Sixth
Dimension – is the beauty. It had need to be shook up….
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When you are creating change, things have to be shaken up. Now, could it have been smoother?
Most certainly! But we work with you because of free will. So be it. Because in that, in many
ways the miracles, the co-creations of you and I become more tangible, more obvious.
You have always said as you have cried in the darkness of the night, or the darkness of your soul
or your passage, “Mother – give me a sign.” Well, my beloveds, I am giving you many, many
signs. Not to increase the chaos, but to shake it up enough that there is a new understanding in
this of your year 2017, that there is a different paradigm that is emerging and that will solidify
and will be the new reality for Terra Gaia. It is not simply done to shake things up, the old – like
an old mound of clay reworked – it is taking the creative atoms in the very air you breathe and
reforming, restructuring, creating anew.
You say to me, “Well Mother, I don’t know how to do that”, and I correct you, my child – you
have always known. This is a time in many of your traditions where you have exchanged gifts of
one sort or another, but I want you to go back and to think even as a child, whether it was
Christmas or Hanukkah, or your birthday, when you wished for a certain item – when you
wanted that brand new bicycle so that you could fly down the street – and you would tell your
parents. But mostly you would lie in bed at night and you would think of that bright shiny bike –
not your father’s second-hand one - dear old bike – but your own bright new shiny bike, and you
would daydream about it during school and walking home or on the school bus. And then, lo and
behold, you would receive that gift! All of you have a very personal example of this kind of
dreaming, of this kind of creation.
You say, “Yes, but Mother – creating a new planet and eliminating the old isn’t that simple.” You
were shown very early how to bring things forth. And then you say to me, “But Mother, there are
so many all over the planet that have never had a new bicycle or enough to eat, or who have
lived in the shattered ruins and buildings of war.” And that is the truth. Your job – our family
undertaking – is to correct that. Our family is very large but completely conceivable, whether it
is the animals, with the waters, the air, or your neighbors across the globe, your star family – we
are not distant family – your distant family are those who live on Cee Cee Cee in the far reaches
of the infinite Universe.
This is the time to begin to think as one, so for those who have never brought forth their
creations you are doing it for them, you are teaching them how, you are bringing them along, you
are renewing their trust, their faith, and most importantly their hope – and all that is because you
are love.
We proceed together as never before, so when I say to you in this time and this year that I strew
roses at your feet, I mean this literally. I am with you – I am with you in the fullness – the
absolute nature of love. Will you do this with me, my sweet ones? I know you will, because you
have chosen as this branch of the family to go forth in form – as angels in form – to do this work.
And for this I thank you.
Now, dearest Steve – my son – where do you wish to begin?
SB: Well, thank you so much Mother. I’d like to take a minute to speak to listeners and tell them
how rich this message is that you’ve just given us. You’ve acknowledged that it’s you that’s in
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form as Our Lady of Guadalupe – well, that kind of acknowledgement can only come from you,
so thank you for that. (1)
In past centuries, masters, gurus or teachers who wanted to ascend had to go through trials and
tribulations. Even Ibn Arabi called you a hidden treasure. (2)
You're a treasure and yet hidden and something that people had to find at sometimes considerable
personal cost. And yet here we are in this generation and you’re available to us, not only in this
way as on a radio program but in many other ways.
Now you’ve acknowledged that we've come to do your work. We are not, as far as I can see, to
be your devotees – singing devotional songs and carrying out ceremonies, etc – not necessarily.
Some of those will come in later, but we’re here to serve you. We’re here as servants. We’re here
to be your stewards in financial welfare for example.
I know that a lot of our listeners would like to hear from you your answer to the following
question – are Lightworkers who deal in foreign currency for the purposes of irrigating planet
Earth and undertaking the various programs like ridding the world of pollution and hunger and
poverty protected from things like kidnappings, torture etc?
DM: Yes.
I can elaborate. Let go of the fear, first and foremost. Because as you know, the fear halts and
freezes and destroys – eats like acid – it destroys trust, and it also the freezing mechanism that
stops you from going forward.
Now the short answer is yes. But understand how this going forth happens, and there are many,
many aspects and we will not get dragged down into that minutia. But think of it in this way –
think of it in the most simple way, my child. You have a crush on a boy or a girl – oh, you are
about fifteen, fourteen, and these days perhaps twelve – but you are madly infatuated and your
heart is going pit-a-pat at a million miles an hour because this is your heart’s desire! But you are
shy, you are not confident – you are afraid of rejection and so you never ask this boy or this girl
out – you hardly even talk to them.
And then of course the big occasion comes and you see the ‘heart’s desire’ go to the party, the
dance, the Bar Mitzvah, with somebody else – and you are devastated. But you are devastated
because you were too afraid to step forward, and then you think, “Well, the Mother let me down”
– even though I was right next to you, cheering you all along, knowing that the expansion of
your heart even in this tender romance, not the fullness of Love that I speak of, but that you were
afraid to try.
When you drop into fear, “Will I be harmed, will I be tortured, will I be shunned, will I be
separated from what I love most about my life?” That puts you into fear rather than the forward
thrust of excitement and courageousness and bringing forth. Now, having encouraged you to go
forth, having provided the mechanisms for that to occur, do you really think in our divinity, in
our family, that we are going to arrange for a rogue bandit to harm you? You are mightily
protected!
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You often say, “What is the Company of Heaven doing?” Well, you can rest assured – we are
protecting you. That is a promise.
SB: Thank you Mother. I’m sure that will have a lot of people relax more. The handling of
money is going to raise enough problems unto itself without having to worry about that one.
Mother, you talked about Love and I've had such difficulty trying to express the fact that true
love, what Jesus called ‘real love ,' what I’ve called ‘transformative love’, others ‘universal love
is ... I’ve said different ... than romantic love.
Well, maybe different – maybe I should never have said different – it’s much deeper, as someone
said recently.
Could you talk to us a bit about the difference between the ordinary love that so much of us feel
– which is wonderful, it’s fine – and real Love? The Love that you just described as being the
One, the All, You, the Father?
DM: Oh, I would love to! Why (laughing) can we not call it ‘Mother Love’?
Let us call it Sacred Love. Let us call it love. You have this expression, ‘In for a penny – in for a
pound’. Why human beings, you wonderful angels, have dropped into this limitation of love.
Now that is dissipating, dissolving, disappearing – you notice that we are giving you a new set of
‘disses’ – dissolving, disappearing – yes, dissipating. Your sense of limitation, and each of you in
your unique divinity, in your expression of us, have your own parameters based on many
lifetimes and this lifetime, of what you think of or feel as love, and it has been restricted and
hemmed in.
Now, you have yearned to know love and this yearning has expressed in many simply as
yearning, but many of you – most of you and this is part of your ascension – are breaking
through that barrier as well, and coming to what you, dear Steve, have called ‘Bliss’ – what many
call awakening, expansion – it matters not. But into that knowing and that experience of such
unlimited, unconditional, unrestricted bliss, exuberance, joy – all of this is love.
What is love? Love is union – it is family union, and I mean that in the sense of we have spoken
today – that we are One. Love is union, it is that Sacred Union that many of you look for in
sacred partners, and we encourage this because it is part of the growth and evolution of the
human race, the species, and humankind – Gaians.
But you don’t really have that until you have entered and incorporated – yes, you might call
grounded or anchored – but it really is an incorporation of the love with us. When you come – let
us do it right now – be the love with me that you are in the infinity. It is experiential, but it is
union. It is the knowing all at once of everything. Some have called it enlightenment.
As you have said, some have suffered and died for this experience – you do not need to. I am
inviting you to come into this with us in form. I don’t want you to leave your bodies. There are
many who will, but there is no necessity. You are to anchor the love and to come to know it, even
although it is union I urge you, I want you, I desire for you to know it personally because it is
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from this that you create the new, that you understand fully and completely how to create the
new in union with us, in Sacred Partnership with us.
SB: Mother, can I intervene for a moment? Can I just point out to listeners that . . . because I’m
more or less in a state of bliss at the moment . . . that in this state of bliss, in this higher
dimensional experience that the Mother is referring to of love, things simply become clear.
I think you said once, Mother, that, “I will bring all things to remembrance” – bliss brings all
things to remembrance, Love brings all things . . . now, could you explain to the listeners a little
bit about how that is . . . how it is that bliss brings – and Love brings – all things to
remembrance?
DM: Think of it as all the barriers, all the walls, all the sense of delineation - because what is
isolation and separation? It is this false belief in delineation - all the delineation disappears,
evaporates, so all things come to remembrance.
And part of that remembrance, my sweet ones, is remembrance of the future. Now, what do I
mean by that? Often you will turn to me, and I hope more often now, you’ll say, “Mother, I don’t
know how to do that. I don’t know exactly what my next steps will be.”
When you are in the Love, you do know, and if for some chance you feel that you don’t know,
Beloved, it is because there is no need to know – you simply proceed in the truth and the might
and the power – the stewardship – of who you are.
Long ago the Father has said that this is a family business – oh, I would not refer to it that way,
but this is a family, unified, blissful undertaking. When you are in the Love you are basically
reviewing, remembering, bringing up to current date and data, the blueprint of existence. I do not
mean the Akashic Records. That is slightly different. I mean the entire blueprint.
SB: I have two more questions for you if I may . . . the first is, just what you just said, am I
correct in thinking that underneath our core issues and conditioned behaviour and the other
detritus of lower-dimensional existence, we’re already united, we’re already in union – we’re
simply restoring our awareness of that by alleviating, by getting rid of these vasanas, these core
issues, and the conditioned behaviour that results from them, as if it’s an ‘overburden’ which we
just lifted off. Underneath that we’re already united, are we not? We don’t need to do anything?
DM: We have always – eternally and infinitely and in the moment – always been united as One.
So you are getting rid of the illusions, the core issues – yes, important, the vasanas – yes
important, the false beliefs – yes, but you are already – we are already One. This is not what you
need to seek out or create or discover – you will remember and you will know.
SB: Thank you for that. The last question I have – what we talked about as Sacred Love, as real
Love, true love. I’m assuming that that’s a Seventh-Dimensional experience we’re having, and I
hope you’ll confirm that for me in a minute, but the Love that you are, the Love that the Father
is, the Love that the All, The One is – that has to be an experience of the highest Absolute, so
again even what Jesus called real love is only one step on the path. Is that correct?
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DM: That is correct. Now, let us explain. When you are in – within the human experience, in the
Seventh Dimension of Love – now you tend to think, “Then I have to go Eight, Nine, Ten – and
so on”. From there it is the perfect access point to all Love – the Love.
Your expression in experience of that is Seventh Dimensional, flowering out into all existence,
all dimensions, all realities, all timelines, so you are the blossoming of Love in your Being as
well, and as you blossom you [assist?] the next blossom and the next blossom and the next
blossom – I was not simply being emphatic when I have suggested to you that each of you touch
and participate in 144 million other lives.
Current – what you think of current – times, yes, some are on other planetary systems, many are
on board ships, but this is your experience of Union. And that experience is also allowing you to
be in true genuine – what you would term as authentic – relationship, marriage, partnership,
because that is truly what a marriage is. Not all the legalities that have come to be put in place –
marriage is the union in love of two souls in form. That is it – and that is everything.
SB: Mother, is there anything you want to say in closing?
DM: Yes. As we have suggested, why I have come forth as Our Lady of Guadalupe, as Maria, as
Mare, is to speak to you of miracles. Not miracles of Above or Below but of All. You are the
fulfillment of these miracles. You are the wonder of my Heart. You are the wonder of my Soul,
my Being, our Essence, our Love. Keep me close – I am your Mother. I wish to live with you
within your heart, your soul and your life. I am with you – let us go forth in this fulfillment.
Farewell.
SB: Farewell, Mother.
Footnotes
(1) One hears rumors of the Divine Mother's incarnations and manifestations but seldom an
acknowledgement from the Divine Mother herself that is She who has incarnated or manifested.
Given western skepticism of incarnations of the divine, this kind of acknowledgement from the
highest source anyone will ever speak to is invaluable.
(2) “I was a hidden treasure and I loved to be known, and I created the creation so that I be
known.” (Muhyideen Ibn Arabi, Kernel of the Kernel. trans. Ismail Hakki Bursevi. Sherborne:
Beshara, n.d., 3.) Andrew Eardley contributed to this transcription.
Channeled by Linda Dillon
© 2016 Council of Love, Inc.
http://counciloflove.com/
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Divine Mother: On the Divine Plan

The Divine Mother on the Divine Plan
Nov. 11, 2015
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/11/11/the-divine-mother-on-the-divine-plan/

Linda Dillon: Channel for the Council of Love
Steve Beckow: Host, InLight Radio
Steve Beckow: I’d like to seek more information from you now on what we know as the Divine
Plan. Now, the Divine Plan for Ascension, the Divine Plan for life — there’s a Divine Plan for all
of it. Can you, for our listeners who are unfamiliar with the notion of there being a Divine Plan,
can you discuss the Divine Plan for this Ascension, please?
Divine Mother: I would be very happy and honored to discuss the Divine Plan. And yes, the
Divine Plan for Ascension. And your Divine Plan.
And I do not simply mean you, Steve. I mean everyone who will ever listen to this broadcast.
Because, my beloved children, it is important, essential, that you understand not just cognitively
but deep within your core that not only are you part of the Divine Plan, but that you, within that,
have your Divine Plan, that you are critical, and what you think of as worthy enough, important
enough, and always have been, that you have a Divine Plan.
Now, so often upon this planet, this beautiful planet of Gaia, there have been so many varying
opinions about the Divine Plan and your Divine Plan. And so, before I speak of Ascension, let
me speak of this.
There are so many of you that rejected the notion of your Divine Plan and the Divine Plan,
because you wanted to be in charge, that you did not want to think that you were simply a puppet
in a pre-arranged theatre; that the free will and free choice was exclusive to you, and that you
could vary and go as far as you wanted in terms of what you choose to do; that nothing was
fated.
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Well, you’ve tried that, haven’t you? And in so many situations it has caused war and mayhem,
lack and separation. The Father and the Father through me have never dictated to you how you
will unfold your plan. But make no mistake about this. You, in conjunction with All — and think
of that — not only with your guides but with your grid, with your collective, with the universe
and with us, have chosen your plan.
Now, even in the human realm it is beyond comprehension that you would not wish to align and
to do this. And that is why your heart yearns and directs you to undertake certain actions,
thoughts, behaviors, directions. And that is why when you are doing certain things and moving in
certain directions you know your joy. You say, “I feel happy! I feel like I am on track!” It is
because you are within the unfoldment of your plan, and your plan is magnificent! It is the full
expression, particularly in this incarnation, of who you are, of your unique spark.
So, do not underestimate your plan within the grander plan.
Now, I cannot speak to you about the totality of the Divine Plan. You would think that I was
speaking in an intergalactic language, and chances are that some of you would understand, but
the majority of you would not. But I am most certainly pleased and honored to speak to you
about the plan for Gaia, for the human collective and for Ascension at this time. And for that I
bring you back. I bring you back to the beginning.
The Plan was for you to inhabit a form and to know and be love and joy, diverse, unique,
flexible. The Plan was for you to be inter- and trans-dimensional. Did you wander and take some
of those scenic by-ways, those detours that I have referred to this night? Yes. And that free will,
with all the elements of what you think of as evil and darkness, drama, intrigue — you have
excelled at this! And you are also very tired and sick of it, aren’t you?
So, now, you return to that alignment of beauty, of truth in form. And this is what is unique about
this element of the Divine Plan, that you are holding on to these magnificent forms, what you
think of as bodies. And part of that, beloved ones, is admiring and cherishing and loving your
body, because you designed it, you chose it. Yes, you were part of the architectural team.
Is it transferring into a different molecular base? Yes. But your bodies, to take your bodies and be
in the higher realms, where you have always belonged, and let go of those densities, that
quagmire that you got stuck in — for a very long time! — now is the restoration of the Divine
Plan. And it is for you to be the embodiment of love. It is you, each of you, bright angels,
starseeds, gatekeepers, humans, Earth-keepers, to have a physical experience of being that
embodiment of love.
This was part of the plan, the part that involved you and this planet and the ripple effect out to
the multiverse of your star brothers and sisters. Why do you think they wish to participate, to
witness? This is highly unique. The humans are going to be transdimensional in form, after all
this time. They are going to embody love and the Divine Qualities. It is worth having a look at. It
is worth participating in.
So, our [inaudible] to use a human word, our essence, to use my terminology, is being brought to
bear upon this unfoldment of shift in the consciousness. This is not unconscious, this is not
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subconscious. So this is a conscious process, an event, if you choose, and it is also, at the same
time, the consciousness, as you know, of the heart fully awakening, of the spirit fully awakening,
of the soul fully awakening and anchoring in form.
Now, when I say I bring our focus to this, is it all of our focus — the Father and mine? Of course
not. But the energies that are brought with what you think of as the Company of Heaven, the
ascended ones, and the Father and I, is far beyond your comprehension. And it is certainly
adequate to accomplishing this transition. And as this transition is completed, including the shift
in your structures, then you will continue on.
This is the beginning, not the end. Each of you, each of you is infinite and eternal. Will the day
come in terms of what you think of as time, when you will simply re-emerge? Yes. But even that
is an instant.
So the Divine Plan, let me be very concrete with all of you, is to leave the old Third behind. You
are making peace with this and therefore with yourself, your families, your community, your
planet. Even as we speak it is leaving that behind as if you would leave a cloak or an old skin
behind, activating as you do different markers of your DNA, becoming more capable of holding
the higher frequencies — and most of you are well underway; some of you are completely done
— new form, but still looking as you do, or how you choose to appear, because that is part of
interdimensional reality.
As you activate different markers within your DNA, within your crystalline form, you may
restore yourself to 22 or be 75 — it matters not. And in that form, you will be the embodiment of
love.
Yes, this channel has joked about this transition from carbon to crystalline. (1) Why do you think
we have been so emphatic with her about working with the diamond energy, asking each of you?
It is part of this transformation. Does this answer your question?
SB: It certainly does, Mother. And again I have to tell listeners what a joy it is to work with you,
because you answer my questions before I ask them. And it makes my job very easy.
I want to confess that I’m one of those people who have said I’m not going to be a puppet and
follow a Divine Plan! I have my own free will in the matter. And then I have another thought,
that I really am, at essence, the Father. So, this really is my plan!
DM: That is correct. And that is the wisdom emerging. It is the maturity of the soul to know. It is
the immature — and we would say adolescent, but very often adolescents are far more mature
than adults— but shall we say the spiritual young one who fights and thinks that there is a
controlling authority. There is not! It is — and that is why I have put the emphasis. This is not
just the Divine Plan. This is your plan.
Footnotes
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(1) Linda had joked during our Hour with an Angel conference call a few days earlier that a
diamond was a lump of coal that made good under pressure. We are that carbon base, which,
under Ascension pressure, turned into a crystalline base.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Divine Mother: Take Up Your Divine Authority

Divine Mother: Take Up Your Divine Authority
February 23, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/02/28/transcript-divine-mother-take-divine-authority-ahwaafebruary-23-2017/
Linda Dillon: Channel for the Council of Love
Steve Beckow: Host, InLight Radio
Steve Beckow: We are welcoming today the Divine Mother, which of course is the most pleasant
of circumstances. We’re greatly honored to have Her with us. And I believe she wants to discuss
the Divine Plan.
Welcome, Mother.
Divine Mother: And, welcome to you. Welcome to all of you, my beloved ones upon this planet,
this sweet archangel that has incarnated and assumed the form as planetary Gaia. I begin with
this because I want you to conceive of the potential that each and every one of you carries. When
we first spoke of this planet being an archangel in form, of how they assumed this form of planet,
ancient being in service to the One, many of you were hesitant or dumbfounded.
But the reason we speak of this is for you to comprehend, my beloved ones, the scope, the
majesty, the potential of what you are capable of. Yes, as archangels, as angels, as star seed. It
matters not how you conceive of yourself, how you perceive of yourself, you are of my essence.
And in that you carry the pattern of all. You carry the pattern of love which has such a myriad of
faces, expressions and ways of being.
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So often of late, which is one of the reasons why I have asked to step forth and speak of the Plan,
so often of late I have heard your cries, your pleas, your tears in the night suggesting and telling
me, pleading with me, saying that you are not sure that you can go on.
While at the same time and in the same sacred space, declaring your glee, your happiness, your
joy that you know that this is the time of fulfillment and the bringing forth of your plan, of the
blossoming of you, sweet one, in the larger context of my dream, my Plan, the Plan, for we do
not necessarily claim ownership. In many ways, think of this plan, this plan for this planet
because the grander Plan might be too large to talk about. We will see.
But the grander plan for this planet is very simply the unfoldment of love, the re-anchoring of
love as the fundamental energy and guiding principle of existence in this realm.
Now, think of what I say to you this day. When the reference point of all creation, all thinking, all
feeling, all action, all interaction is love, then the harmony of One, our harmony, and yes, our
sacred union, is in place. And, while we say re-anchored, think of it in this way, because you
have never been untethered of the Father and I, you have never been untethered from the love.
That is not, in your realm, a possibility, and there are infinite possibilities.
So think of it in this way: that you have dropped or weighed anchor far out on a very, very
stormy sea and you are but a row boat. And you have been tossed and turned and sometimes
upheaval has occurred and you have had your little boat full of water and you thought you were
sinking. And, this has been the state, both individually and for humanity, for a very long time. Do
not think, my beloved ones, that I am not aware or do not care about the turmoil that you have
experienced both in the immediate present, past and distant eons.
Now, what I say to you is you are taking that row boat, your beautiful sacred self, [by] my Plan,
and let us say that the archangels are in charge of this transport, along with your star family and
we are transporting this sweet little row boat to a placid little lake or an inlet in a favorite cove.
And the water is crystal clear and your anchor is simply gently upon the bottom and you bob up
and down now and then, or you simply stay perfectly still. And you enjoy the peace, the beauty,
the harmony of existence.
Now, I do not imply that to be in the harmony of One, which is my Plan, to be in the harmony of
love, in that perfect balance of bliss and exuberance and joy, negates adventure. Quite the
contrary!
I have been beckoning you. This is my Plan. I beckon you, I invite you and now I am reaching
out to you. Take my hand that we may go forth in the truest adventure of the co-creation of Earth,
of Gaia, of Gaians and humanity and the multiplicity of the kingdoms.
To be your creator self is the Plan. You cannot fully embody and embrace the totality of your
creator self, especially in form, if you are not in alignment with the love, with the will, and even
with the divine mind. That harmony necessitates creation and it is also a precursor to meaningful
creation.
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Now certainly humans over the many tens of thousands of years have perfected the creation of
illusion, the illusion of disconnect, of betrayal, of abandonment, of abuse and control.
And that has been a journey that you have chosen collectively during that phase to follow and it
has been part of my Plan that certainly this exercise of undeveloped free will would be allowed
to come forth so that individually and collectively you would learn that these choices in the
simplest way cause pain. And what is pain other than a feeling, an experience of separation from
us.
Your design, the design that I have imbued you with, is that we are connected and one and your
greatest dream and desire is to be in unity and ultimately reunification so any sense of separation
is what you think of as pain. And it is true, it is genuine.
And, of course you have had many names for this: betrayal, abandonment, you know the list.
And, you have internally and externally blamed others, blamed me, for this state of affairs, not
wanting to assume that mature responsibility for your choices. And all this, while not welcomed,
has been allowed, until such point where my desire and your desire, individually and
collectively, have re-conjoined.
This has always been the Plan. That at the point when you have turned back to the Father and I,
metaphorically and actually, that what you have found is us standing right here waiting and
beckoning and reaching out to you to begin this next phase. We are infinitely patient.
And, yes, beloved ones, there is such a thing as divine timing. And divine timing in this instance,
because that is what it is, is you turning back to us. Not because of rigidity or control or power
structures. And, I do not say this as a critique of all structured religions. But the turning back to
me, to us has been direct, not because it was required, not because you have been told it was
necessary, but because your heart, in the truth and the yearning of your plan within our Plan has
brought this forth.
Now you say, “But we made this collective decision, Mother, in and around 2012, spiritually and
physically, emotionally, in every realm.” Spiritually mature decisions also require, my beloveds,
spiritually mature preparation. You have entered a phase of claiming your birthright of freedom
and power, in the truest sense, to be in sacred partnership with us.
So, have we been assisting you? Yes. We have been showing you how to tie your shoes, how to
bake bread, how to create Nova Earth. But we have not been tying your shoes for you or serving
up your dinner because that would not empower you. And the anchoring of your promise and the
promise of this plan is your assumption of your divine authority. I do not use these words lightly.
Divine authority, what does this mean? That you have stepped forward. You are authorized and
empowered. And you are and will be given the wherewithal to proceed as your creator self, never
simply as a minion, a puppet. Often you and we have used the word servant which sometimes
has a slightly different connotation in your understanding, because we are all servants.
Yes, beloved, I am a servant to you, to the One, to the Father, to the All. You do not conceive of
me this way. And you and Michael and Raphael and St. Germaine and all beings are servants to
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one another and to the All. To the All of this planet and each other and to the All, if you are
thinking your galaxy or a universe, the multiverse or the omniverse. It is all of a piece, child.
And, because it is all of a piece, interwoven, interdependent, interconnected, there are ...
evolutionary steps – that is what I will call it – that are occurring upon sweet Gaia and within
each of you that have far-reaching impact and consequences throughout the omniverse.
So when you hesitate – and you haven’t been hesitating, by the way – but when you hesitate or
do not carry through on a soul promise, then the impact is very far reaching as well.
Now, this may feel daunting at times and that is part of the cry and the plea that I hear from many
of you. Because seldom, sweet ones, are those cries for help based on selfishness or self-serving
requests. The plea that I hear most often is to either come home to the reunification or to have
divine intervention that you may proceed in the fulfillment of your dreams and my dreams, that
you can be back in the balance, the perfect bliss of love because it is far too painful to be
anywhere else.
Now, that is a very broad overview. And then you would say to me, “But Mother, we understand
the progression of what we have been doing. But where is the fulfillment and what is the chaos
that we now witness in so many areas and pockets of this planet?”
It is the last tantrum. It is the destruction of the illusion and the exposure on many, many fronts
of what hatred and greed and abuse looks like. Because even for those who are acting as the
players in this part of the unfoldment, it is painful for a being that seeks power for themselves or
power over another, whether it is a parent over a child, a husband over a wife, a man over an
army. It matters not. The yearning [for], the exercise of control never gives the joy. The pain
simply grows. And so the actions become more grotesque, larger, until the breakdown is and has
[been] and will be occurring.
So, you observe this and you certainly intervene where you can and [where] appropriate and you
send the love. But you do not engage in the process because you want, and I want, that
breakdown to occur.
Do not forget the collective decided to proceed together. And that decision set a pattern and a
paradigm, again far-reaching. And was that desire for the collective to come forth as one? Yes.
But it was early, so you still have the capacity, dear hearts, to surprise your Mother. But also
know, when I say early, I have a tendency to discuss things in much longer time frames than you
do.
So I do not talk about yesterday or today. Not because I do not understand it, but simply because
I know the volatility of human emotion and how things go up and down but always coming to
this place of resolve.
Now, several that I have empowered, particularly Yeshua, have spoken of this as the time of
fulfillment. I want you to know that resolution, resolve – using your language and understanding
– is not fulfillment. Resolve is two stubborn children having a fist fight in the school yard,
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stopping and staring at each other with bloody noses saying, “Okay, we won’t fight anymore,”
and holding that resolve because there are consequences for them to proceed any further.
Fulfillment is the glorious joy and celebration of what has always been planned not only for the
planet and the kingdoms, but beloveds, for each and every one of you, that this sense of isolation
or struggle does not exist. And some of you are tasting this and setting down the new paradigm.
And that is my gift to you so that this new understanding, this new way of being is being
anchored already upon your planet.
But the creation, yes, it is mine, but it is also yours. If the Mother sees her beloved child as an
artist or an architect and says, “Here. Here are the water colors. Here are the Lego blocks. Build
what is divinely beautiful. I give you my divine authority to do so. I will guide you. I will help
you. But I entrust this to you as well.”
Now, I know I give you a great deal to ponder. So where do you wish to begin?
SB: I could listen to you forever, Mother, so please don't think I am chafing at the bit here. Nor at
all. I did have a question for you about your comment on our assumption of our divine authority.
I think I have heard enough from the Masters and the galactics and the Company of Heaven
about our divine authority. But assumption of divine authority. How do we assume divine
authority?
DM: A brilliant question. Because for me to confirm or reassure you that you have our divine
authority and that it is part and parcel of your beloved sweet divine self in human form, from
wherever you think that you hail from is one thing. The reticence ... and I do not ever criticize
you or chastise. There are times when I am sorrowful, not because of the unfoldment but because
I know that you hurt and harm your heart, hurt and harm yourself. But there has been a huge
reticence individually and collectively on the part of human beings to assume that divine
authority. And of course, the first step to that is the individual assumption.
Now part of that reticence has been the very well-established abuse of authority upon your planet
so that many who are of the love hesitate to step forth thinking that authority has so often meant
that you are trying to coerce or tell somebody else what to do, and that you don’t want to put
yourself in that role or in that position of potential conflict. But that is not what we are talking
about.
You are of us, and you are fully and completely autonomous. And in this I mean that that is the
gift and the trust of free will. Because free will has been so aberrant in so many ways, those of
you who wish to align with love, with divinity, often will hesitate, be reticent, to assume your
authority. But if you do not assume it, then who does?
Now, let me be a very practical Mother, which is not what I am known for. (Chuckles) You have
assumed form, and let me say to you I have allowed you to assume form. I have chosen and
created and birthed you into form. That is the Plan at work and I have done this, we have done
this, with that spark of divinity so that you would be divine in form.
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And what that means in very practical terms is the assumption of your divine authority to be in
charge of your life, of your thoughts, of your feelings, of your actions, of your behaviors, of your
steps, of your environments, all the way out to the edges of the universe, throughout all times and
dimensions. But I won’t go there because that would confuse and this is me trying to be
practical.
If you do not take authority over your existence – think in practical terms, this life – then what
happens? You are adrift. You are in fact that row boat in the middle of the ocean being twisted
and turned every which way. Divine authority means choosing - yes, with your free will and your
divine authority of free will - to direct how, where, when, if you choose to proceed.
You have the most magnificent internal wisdom and knowing. That pain barometer of separation
tells you when you are not in alignment with your divine self and hence with us. There are times,
and we mean moments, when the action is what you would think of as doing nothing. But of
course doing nothing is always doing something because you are either disengaged or being the
observer or participant observer. So there is no such thing. It is an illusion for you to even
conceive or believe or think that you are not in your divine authority every moment of your
existence.
Now, if you choose to ignore it, and that is what the reticence is, then you are not fulfilling your
joy, your purpose, what gives you the greatest glee. And yes, there are moments when those
decisions can be challenging and difficult. But, that shows you your strength, your courage, your
valor, your persistence in working your way back to us. So much of that reticence has been,
“Well, I don’t want to step on anyone’s toes,” while allowing yourself to be trampled. That is not
the plan.
The plan is harmonious, like a dance. Will there be missteps at times? Yes. That is when you bow
to each other and chuckle. You do not go to war.
So, there is this reticence, particularly upon the light worker community, because authority has
been defined as dictatorial, as controlling. But, what you are truly doing is anchoring and reanchoring, through this assumption of divine authority, the truth of what leadership, stewardship
and creation and co-creation and partnership and community and unity and truth is all about.
And, if you do not do it, my beloveds, who does?
Because, as the old is fading away – and trust me, it will fade away, that is a given – then there
will be a vacuum if you have not stepped forward and said, “You know, there is an alternate way
to be human, to live upon this planet in ways that are kind and considerate and sharing and
decent and honest and filled with laughter and sweetness.”
This is a planet of such diversity and beauty and she will be pure again. That is already
underway. I am not suggesting that you engage in bully fights. That is futile; it is an exercise in
futility. What I am suggesting as your creator self, in the assumption of individual and collective
authority, is that you forge a different pathway and you open that pathway for all to come with
you. And we are helping you. That gateway is open and you are being flooded and you are being
assisted and you will be assisted every step of the way.
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SB: Mother, I just heard you say we will be assisted every step of the way and that, in fact, is at
the basis of my next question. If I go into building Nova Earth the mind, heart and will that I
have now, I worry that I won’t be able to handle the challenges. Sometimes I think of myself as a
battery, just the kind you buy in the drugstore, just the single battery, and that I’ll be completely
drained trying to do everything that needs to be accomplished in the coming years. Can you
counsel me on that? Can you give me some reassurance that I will have the needed wit and will
to get this next phase of work done?
DM: Yes. First of all, you can plug your battery into me. You can ask Archangel Michael for a
boost. I say this for all of you because most of you who hear me this night know what it is to be
in love. And, yes, I am not talking about just the love, I am talking about head over heels,
chemical, hormonal, human falling in love, and how in those initial stages you can’t do enough.
You can stay up all night and talk. You can make love for hours. You can plan your entire life
together. You can climb tall mountains. And there is always enough energy.
Then of course, it changes, it shifts. I use this example because that is the level of energy, when
you are plugged in to what you love, that can flow as easily as the intake of breath.
Think of it in this way: I am breathing into you. And in that, in that infinite breath is infinite
connection and energy to go forth. Beloveds, I do not, it is not part of my desire that you work
yourself to the bone. This is a grand unfoldment, long in coming, infinitely expandable.
Original purpose was for you to be in form and to know love. That is why I have birthed you, to
have the joy, the pleasure, the excitement, the experience of being in this form and of living and
being love. There is no subcontract that says “and part of that is to work yourself to the bone or
to an early grave.” In fact, graves were never part of that design to start with anyway.
You do not do this alone. Yes, you all have unique and beautiful talents and abilities and
authorities and roles. And, there is not one role that is not immensely significant. Every single
piece is critical.
But what that also means is you have to allow others of like heart, like mind, like vision, to
participate. Not to… listen to what I say… not to help you, but to participate, so that it is a cocreation. Will there be lively discussion on what is the best pathway? And is that not sheer
delight to have the latitude to have this discussion? So others participate each in their own way.
Because you have not seen the example, truly in many places, of what it means to work in cocreative partnership, most of your structures, institutions, etc., have been top down authority,
dictatorial. That is not the way we operate.
You say, “Well, how can we have thousands of people participating in a single undertaking?”
And I say to you, “How can you not?”
There are billions coming into entrainment with the love. Will you bump up against each other?
Yes, you might. And that will simply mean meeting a long lost friend. You will have the energy. I
want to emphasize to you what you have thought of as work has need to be joy. And in that joy is
what you think of as tasks, whether it is sweeping the floor or running a foundation.
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But, equally important is watching the colors of the sky shift and sitting with a friend breaking
bread, prayer and meditation, simplicity. If they miss [i.e., want] a watchword, keep bringing it
back to simplicity.
You have a tendency to think things, and I mean all of you, are incredibly complex. Dear hearts!
You have no idea. But in fact it is very simple. Is this love? When I am about to have this
conversation or implement this structure or undertake this task, does it feel like love? Does it
make my heart sing? Is this something I want to do? And, if the answer is yes, then you are in
your divine authority. And if it is no, reconsider. Talk to me. I am always with you. I always have
been.
SB: Well, we’re nearing the end of the show, Mother, which I’m sure you knew. Is there anything
you would like to say in closing?
DM: Yes. I go full circle and I reach out to those of you, my beloved children who are bereft or
uncertain or feel that you don’t know which way to turn. Turn to me. Allow us – for I have many
who assist – allow us to put in place with and for you that which you need, that which makes
your heart come to a place of balance and peace.
Go with my love, sweet ones. Farewell.
Channeled by Linda Dillon
© 2017 Council of Love, Inc.
http://counciloflove.com/
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: Understanding the Divine Gift of Will

Transcript ~ Archangel Michael: Understand the Divine Gift of Will, AHWAA, September
22, 2016
September 22, 2016
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/09/30/transcript-archangel-michael-understand-divine-giftwill-ahwaa-september-22-2016/
Linda Dillon: Channel for the Council of Love
Steve Beckow: Host, InLight Radio
Steve Beckow: Welcome, Archangel Michael.
Archangel Michael: And I welcome you, for I am Michael, Archangel of Peace, Warrior of Love,
Bringer of News, and shall I say, bringer of discussion on this controversial subject of will. And I
hope to bring, and I intend to bring – note my words dear friends – deeper understanding, light,
wisdom, to activate your hearts, your minds and your will, to understand what this concept, but
what this reality, of your Divine Power, born of love, into action. What does this subject of will
mean?
For as you have mentioned [earlier], dearest Steve, will has had a troubled history in terms of the
use, or abuse, or misuse of will in the course of human affairs. And there are many that will
decry the use of will because that is what they are thinking of, that is what they are fearful of.
But, in fact, the right use of will is but a Divine Gift. Not so much what you would think of as a
Divine Quality because will is based in action. There have been many dictators - and we will just
restrict this discussion to the planet of Gaia, of Earth - but there have been many dictators,
torturers, those big and small, known and unknown, who have used the application of their
human will to truly bring about mayhem, chaos, hatred, greed, control, aggression, war,
annihilation to this planet and also to the human race.
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When the Mother brought forth into form the original Creator Race – which even that sometimes
has a negative connotation – we are not talking about Master Race, my friends, we are talking
about Creator Race. And, what did this mean for those who were sheer energy or Angelics of
various forms, and even some hybrids, who brought forth form. And, the Mother’s intent, put
most simply, was to have a place of such beauty and diversity, where Her Angels could play,
where they could have the experience of being in form and the delight of being in form. That
original plan did not entail, and still does not entail, human beings, that humanoid form, of
people being stuck in physicality.
Now part of that original race, of those first beings upon planet, was that they had the ability to
create. And, you have had some monumental examples and some smaller examples of this ability
to create throughout human history. And perhaps the Lemurians are a perfect example who could
create from sheer ideation or thought. But even that was not in perfection.
The ability to create for these Angels in form to bring forth, was a delight that was almost to
finish up the tableau. This magnificent creation that the Gaia, the Mother, the Father, the One,
had brought together but that it was complete but incomplete. So that that first Race had the
ability to bring forth the finishing touches, as you can think of it. Now, how does that creation
take place? And yes, Sanat Kumara, has lectured you, has shared with you, he would say ‘ad
nauseum,’ the formulas and the methods, the tools, of how to bring forth. But think of it in this
way; out of the love that you think anchors in your heart, but in fact anchors in your entire being,
but the heart is a good place to think of it, born out of that, in conjunction with the energy
instilled within every being, within what you think of as your physical, cellular, subatomic
particles, and your esoteric, spiritual, mental, emotional particles, born out of the love is the will
as well.
Now let me be practical; think of a car or any kind of vehicle you wish, love is the drivers’ seat,
the steering wheel, but will are the wheels of the car. When you turn the motor on or off, but
particularly when you turn it on, the wheels will move and you are able, by an act of will, to get
where you want to go, to create and bring forth what you wish to experience, what you wish to
share in terms of your beautiful, unique design, and what you planned, both from original intent
and soul design, and for the particulars of this and every incarnation.
There has been a tendency – and we are not trying to say this is incorrect but what we want to do
is expand your understanding – because my beloved friends, you are spiritually evolving and
mature, so we can have a much broader conversation at this time. But, I digress. There has been a
tendency to think of will, Divine Will, human will, as a more masculine or Divine Masculine
aspect or quality. And that has been a good understanding, a practical understanding, in terms of
how both masculine and Divine Masculine have been understood, comprehended, brought forth.
But let us suggest to you, let us share with you, as you are moving forward, that will, Divine
Will, is a composite of both the Mother and the Father because there can be, and there isn’t, any
separation.
Now, we don’t want you focusing on how many angels are dancing on the head of a pin, but
what we would encourage you to do, is to not think of – because it tends to be a mental process –
to think of Divine Will as a simply Divine Masculine. If you do not think that the birthing of the
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multiverse, the omniverse, of many, many races by the Mother does not take an act of will then
of course you would be sorely mistaken. So that is Divine Will.
Now, you shake your head – and we will get into this conversation – and you say to me, “Then
Mi-ka-el, if this is a Divine Aspect what happened? Why have we had so many who have really
created an aberration of what was a Sacred, Divine Gift and part and parcel of who I am?”
When humanity fell, and by that I mean simultaneously became entitled and arrogant and
wanting control where none was necessary - that is a fantasy - but when that occurred, there was
a delineation, a division of those who could control and those who felt under control, powerless.
Both are a deviation, a falling away from Divine Plan.
So in this, will became bastardized and human will, which was not in alignment with Divine
Will, began to be lost. Now it was never entirely lost. And, many of you have reignited your will,
allowed that will to be reignited and brought forth in the restoration, not only of the Mother’s
Plan and Design, but of your own plan and design.
When you are in alignment, not only with Divine Will, but the Divine Will within you that is part
and parcel of who you are, then what you are doing in bringing that forward, is in fact using the
power of will - and that is something that many of you shy away from and have shied away from
- you are using the power of the will, the power of love, to create and to bring into action. It is a
movement energy.
So think of the Mother. You are bringing into action and fruition what you are desiring. That is
why we have said, “Be careful what you focus on because that is part of what you are bringing
forth.” Now that is a very brief introduction. Dearest friend, where do you wish to begin?
SB: You’ve raised so much, Lord, it is very difficult. Let me just get some of the questions
cleared out of the way. Very, very short answers to this; is the Creator Race the same as the
Elohim?
AAM: No.
SB: No. Ok. Exactly who is the Creator Race? It’s transcendental beings, is that correct?
AAM: It is beings that assumed a humanoid form with what you can think of as full awareness;
so not with the limitations, the blinkers, that the current race of humans have.
SB: And with the ability to create. So now you say, beings.
AAM: Humanoid beings.
SB: Humanoid beings. The Mother created this race?
AAM: Yes.
SB: De novo. So much for Darwin. Darwin is leaving the picture on so many occasions.
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AAM: But do not think of it this way, because he has played a role. Because I do not want this to
– and I will not spend too much time on this – but I do not want to fuel the fire of right-wing
creationists either.
SB: I understand. Now, and again I’m trying to nail down some correspondences. So, are the
subatomic particles you mentioned the same as what you call adamantine particles of Ronna
Herman?
AAM: Yes, they are very similar. Yes.
SB: Ok, very good. Is it disloyal to change your metaphor slightly and have love be the driver of
the car and will be the car?
AAM: (Laughing) If it makes it more understandable to you, or to any of you, you may do what
you wish.
You know, we don’t tend to think in terms of cars, or money, or time, as you have so often
pointed out to us, so if you wish to be the driver or the car, or even the highway or the dirt road,
you can do so.
SB: (Laughing) Just not the carburetor or the muffler. Ok, very good.
AAM: You can be the gearshift, my friend.
SB: (Laughing) That’s right! Now this point that you made, which is absolutely fascinating about
the Divine Mother and the Divine Feminine. On one occasion I asked you if will was an attribute
of the Divine Masculine and the discussion has now reached the point where… now you’re
saying, when we talk about the Divine Feminine, we’re really talking about the Divine Mother
when we talk about the Divine Masculine… no, no that’s not correct, because it doesn’t go into
the Divine Father when we talk about the Divine Masculine we’re not talking about the Divine
Father, so I’m a little lost there.
But, the point that I wanted to make is that you are saying that the Divine Mother, you call her
the Divine Feminine as if there is no will there, but she is the creator, preserver and transformer
of entire worlds, so she is very willful, very active. So, from that perspective, are you saying that
will is, like love, simply an aspect of the Divine that is in all of us that needs to be activated.
AAM: Yes.
SB: Is that correct?
AAM: Now let me correct you. And I am teasing you today. We are having a playful
conversation are we not?
SB: Yes, we are.
AAM: Now you say, and you understand, that the Divine Mother has created everything.
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SB: Yes.
AAM: Now when people talk about, and yes, sweet friends, I am talking about many of you who
are lightholders, loveworkers, you have tended to think of the Divine Feminine – and I am
splitting hairs here, but it is important – that this has been more the nurturing, yes, the birther, the
bringer, the caretaker energy, but you have not thought of the gusto of will of the Divine Mother
that has tended to be more in the Divine Masculine – not Divine Father – Divine Masculine
arena. So I do not want you to think of such stringent delineation.
Now, to make it even more confusing, Divine Father, Divine Mother, in that conjoining, in that
place of ultimate love, and the bringing forth of All, to which you will all return, is the blending
of energies that is not either/or, but what you think of as the One and the All. And that was the
distinction that I was hoping to eliminate in terms of Masculine, Feminine, Father, Mother.
It is important as you become Nova Beings, which is already well, well underway, is that you
realize in your core being, in your subatomic particles, in your organs, in your central column, in
your spiritual DNA, however you wish to construe this, is that you have that blend of the Divine
Father, the Divine Mother, the Divine Masculine, the Divine Feminine.
There has been a separation of these elements, these qualities, these aspects because of the
preponderance of the skewed masculine, the skewed will upon the planet. So of course there has
been in the rebalancing more attention brought to the knowable Divine Mother, the
implementation and the anchoring of the Divine Feminine coming from the Mother. But in the
return to not only who you are, but to all, do not try and segment that Divine Father, that Divine
Mother. Embrace that totality within you.
You may not know it all. You may not understand it all. My beloveds, you don’t have to. You
have need to allow it to grow, to expand, to express, to learn and continue on. There are many
gifts, many presents that are being unfolded so do not limit your understanding. Now, has that
muddied the water even further, my friend?
SB: I think the prime muddying of the water, Lord, is that…I can’t even say what I was about to
say but let’s pretend I can…that you can say things about the Mother but you can’t say things
about the Father - the Father is everything. And so whenever I try to talk about the Mother and
the Father I am comparing an apple with ‘everything’, so to speak. It can’t be done, really. I am
getting the futility of it. Now does the Divine Masculine refer to the Father and does the Divine
Feminine refer to the Mother? Or are those phrases used for other things, different things, in the
simple reference to the Father and Mother.
AAM: Divine Masculine, Divine Feminine, are what you would think of as the expressions of
these entities, particularly the Masculine, that you feel are unknowable. So, you say, “Well, I
can’t know” … and you can’t by the way… “know everything.” But you can know the qualities,
the expressions, of Divine Masculinity. And even more so, you can accept that that energy – yes,
in all humility you would say, “But such a tiny particle.” – but it is still within you.
So part of your advancement – and I do not wish to stray too far from the discussion of will – but
part of your advancement, part of your evolution, part of your coming, is the acceptance that that
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unknowable is part of you as well. You see, there is so much emphasis on knowing yourself and
bringing to fruition that Creator aspect of the Divine Mother – not the Divine Feminine – the
Divine Mother. But there is also a part of you that simply can, if willing, accept that there is part
of you that you don’t know fully; perhaps in this lifetime, perhaps not for many lifetimes, but
that does not mean it is not present.
Where you are right now in terms of this evolutionary step is in the reactivation, the full
activation, of your will in terms of your Divine Will, because that is the alignment of Nova
Being. It is not the aberration of will that people have come to misunderstand and have a very
bad reputation.
SB: Lord, can we turn to aspect of the practical now? But, just before we do I want to make
mention to listeners about something you said earlier. You said, “To which you will all return…
all to which you all return.” I just wanted to mention - and please correct me if I am mistaken
here, Lord - but you are not talking about ascension you are talking about the ultimate return to
God, after which we come out again, I understand. Is that correct?
AAM: Yes, that is correct. I am talking about the ultimate journey in that car, sweet one.
SB: Which you’re riding on, on the hood! (laughing)
AAM: I am your ornament on the hood, yes.
SB: Clearing the way for me, thank you very much! Could we – practically speaking, because we
are practically minded – could we turn to the generation and maintenance and transformation of
collective will? Is there such a thing as collective will?
AAM: There most certainly is! And you say, “Well how, Lord, would that work? How does it
work?” Because in many ways, right now, it is just beginning to work again repeatedly upon
sweet Gaia.
Think of collective will in some ways as a very powerful entrainment. Now that does not mean
that you are not in charge of your will. Because this aspect of being in charge, of not having
decisions made for you, of being able to proceed freely – and this has been a theme that we have
talked about a great deal – does not mean that collective will overrides individual will.
You have seen that friction time and time and time again. Now, let us be very clear; when you are
in alignment with your Divine Will - that is operating and reflective and literally in alignment
with Divine Will - that doesn’t mean, as so many people in past paradigms have interpreted it,
that ‘I’m right and you’re wrong’. That is of the old paradigm and there is no room for it.
But think of it in this way … collective will is in fact sparked, activated, entrained, by those
individuals who are willing and able and ready, and actually moving in action to show the way.
Now that does not mean – think of the entrainment of a school of fish – that you are always at the
head of that school of fish. Because there are many roles, including those who are in the middle
of the school and do not break away but continue this wondrous pattern of cooperation and
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harmony, and those who are at the tail end who do not sit and sulk and think, “Oh, I am at the
end of the row here.” So, it is that beauty but it is sparked by individual will.
Now, how does that work? And how does one change what has been the, shall we say, the old
will, which is not Divine Will, into this alignment with Divine Will? This is one of your primary
activities, actions, in terms of being the Mother’s implementers of Nova Earth and the bringing
forth, the building, the creation, the anchoring, the establishment - not only of Nova Being – but
of Nova Earth, Nova Collective, Nova Humanity. When there are enough of you, and I would
suggest that you are basically there, to say, “We are going to go with an act of will generated by
love. We are going in this direction.”
Now, the rest of humanity may not know all the fine-tuning, all the detail, but it is sufficient that
they say, “Yes, this feels right, on every level, everybody. This feels right enough for me to move
in harmony with this group.” That is the building of unity and community. And, in fact, it is done
not just by love, but as an act, an action of will.
So you say, “Well how do we do this?” And what I suggest to you, first of all, there is the
acceptance piece. It is the acceptance that you are in alignment – and that you have done your
work, of course – that you are in alignment with Divine Will. And that you are willing to step
forward, and either at the front, the middle, behind or somewhere in between, take a certain
direction that is in alignment with will and love, and all the Divine Qualities, because they are all
one thing anyway.
Now, what I also further suggest to you, my beloved friends, is that consciously or
unconsciously, without having labeled it as such, that you have been doing this. And you actually
have been doing it for some time. And, I do not simply mean since 2012, which was a landmark
decision and a landmark redirection, but as a collective – not everybody, but enough of you –
have been doing this for quite some time.
Now, has there been exploration and a growth of trust, not necessarily in us but in your beloved
sweet selves, and from that, in and with each other? Yes. Now I know that will be food for
discussion, sweet one.
SB: Well, the obvious next place to go with this, and the obvious reason that I am asking you
about this, is that lightworkers soon will not only be exerting their own will, but will be
responding to calls to generate collective will around such things as ending hunger in Africa or
sexual slavery in the world, etc. So, anything you can tell us about how will operates, or what the
pitfalls are, or how we can rehabilitate ourselves who’ve had our trust so badly damaged by all
our governments and militaries and police forces - any coaching on this new phase that
lightworkers are entering, in which will is such an important aspect, would be appreciated.
AAM: I would be pleased to do so. Now, has there been – and I would suggest to you for
thousands of years, thousands and thousands and thousands of years – a breach of trust of
authority that has occurred? Well, you know perfectly well that it has been in existence. Do not
spend your efforts looking back.
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Now I am not suggesting to you, any of you, to be naïve, or to ignore history and the pitfalls of
history. But, if you spend your time looking backwards, I am talking in terms of your
understanding of time rather than simply the Mother’s time, then what you do is that is what you
are doing. You are spending your time looking at past mistakes, missteps and you are always
trying to protect yourself.
Now of course, there is a level of prudence, of sensibility that always needs to be in place. But as
you proceed, both individually and collectively, because it is not an either/or, that is why I have
used the example of entrainment of a school of fish. It is not a single fish going off and riding the
currents. It is a large, large group of you moving together…and there is power and safety and
wisdom and talent and a whole variety of capacities within that school. So as you move forward,
do not spend your efforts and your time thinking about past atrocities.
Now the biggest element that you need to be personally and collectively cognizant and vigilant
about is that ascendance of superiority, of entitlement, and of ego. Never do we wish, or would it
be of love, to eradicate your delightful, sweet, powerful –sometimes disconcerting – qualities of
your personality. But you cannot proceed in an egoic way that is reflective of the old pitfalls of
‘I have the answer. I am the leader. I am right, you are wrong’. Nothing will destroy your
forward thrust faster than that. So, the memories, which are important, of the history of the
pitfalls, are present in order that that reversion to the old Third does not occur.
But as you are going forth, you are literally forging new ways. Think of - in North America there
are many such examples, but we will use North America - when your settlers came to your
eastern coast and they began their trek to the West, they did not know what lay ahead. They were
not sure what river or pathway to take. It was a journey.
And while there were many missteps, there was also a collective will to keep going, to explore
and to create new places of home, to escape what had been in many ways economic or political
slavery. Yes, there were many mistakes made, but to forge new pathways.
And that is what you are doing. And in that, there are those of you who will be the guide at the
front of the wagon train, and there will be cooks, and child minders and teachers, and those that
sit and paint the landscape. Everybody is necessary. And, nobody has a more important role than
another.
For some it is a very individual act of will; ‘I am doing this and I am bringing my piece to this
undertaking. I do not want the bigger picture. I simply want to work with 12 women who have
been sold into slavery and to help them regain the sense of who they are and claim their lives.’
That is as important as the bigger picture. Everybody has to be respected – yes has to be
respected and valued! Because what happens in the reversion to the old is that sense of value and
respect of honoring was lost. And so one of the biggest things that I guide you on is the
importance of maintaining, not only the sense of community, but the value and the honor and the
respect of every being.
There will be such a plethora of undertakings. Depending on your slant, your preference, your
guidance, your mission, you will feel that your project, your undertaking is the most important
thing on the planet. And that is fuel for you. That, with the love of your undertaking, fuels your
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will to get going. But it does not give it primary importance in the fabric and the tapestry of the
whole. Every single thread is important. So the balance – and to speak to balance – we are not
recommending to you, we are not guiding you to become so driven, so overly focused on
projects that you forget the balance of who you are. And that you reflect that balance and the
perfection of that balance to one another.
There are times when, as community, you will work flat-out diligently. But if there is not a
balance in the consistency of the whole, of time for self, time for reflection, time for prayer, time
for play, time for love, then what you are creating is not in alignment with the One. It is not in
alignment with love. Now, in all of that – yes, you can think of it as the third piece of guidance –
vitally important is the clarity of communication. Now this is where will has need to be balanced
and tempered with the love.
Too often, in many of your societies, will has taken a primary place in conversation. That rather
than genuine conversation being a give and take, not only of information, but of love, of heart, of
understanding, of confusion, you tend to rush through conversation because all you want to do is
make your point, convince the other person and move on. That is not communication and that
most certainly is not of love. The communication that we encourage – yes, Saedor - has worked
for your star families for thousands and thousands of years.
So, what does this communication mean? In many ways, my beloved friends, it means
permission, safety, security, open-heartedness. It is the ability, not only to express oneself and to
hear yourself truly heard, it is also the ability and the gift of listening, of hearing - without a
feeling of being told what to do or reprimanded or directed - but of truly hearing, listening to
what is being said. Not simply to push forth your agenda or your desires, but that there is a
mutuality of exchange.
There are times my friends – and you have heard me both seriously and in humor say to you
when something is either incorrect or incomplete – you have need, yes need - this is part of love
and will - you have need to say to one another, when there is a perception – because that is all
you have to go with – yes, sometimes you say, “Oh it is a knowing, Lord.” And I suggest to you
that it is a perception, that perhaps someone that you are speaking to is either veering away or
not on the right path or that they are not truly hearing or listening to you. You have need to grant
tacit and active permission in your new world to truly communicate, on the mental level, on the
emotional level, on the heart level, on the will level.
And to be clear, not only with whom you are communicating with, but with yourself. ‘I really
want to get this done!’ That is your will bringing forth ‘I want to get moving in action’. Now, is
that Divine Will or is this your ego will? And if it is ego will, are you willing to hear somebody
say, “Slow down. We haven’t taken x, y, z or this or that person and their needs into account.”
Now I do not say this in the way to say that you are going to discuss, discuss, discuss and
nothing ever gets done. That has also been a pattern and it has been a pattern of lightworkers and
loveholders as well. No, this is a time of action. In every realm we are saying, “Let’s get going!”
But not to sacrifice genuine communication. So that is our guidance…that is the beginning of our
guidance. Am I clear sweet friend?
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SB: Very clear, Lord. Let me just confirm, are you saying that one of the elements of creating
collective will is in that moment in which one is making an appeal or putting forward an idea,
listening to the other people, making sure that they feel that they have been heard without
allowing the discussion to go on forever, but allowing others the opportunity to present their
perhaps objections, perhaps refinements. Is that the case?
AAM: That is exactly the case because in community, collaboration is going to enhance – not
indefinitely delay – but enhance. Because what you are doing is coming together with the best
parts of you to truly create for self and for the collective. That is how the entrainment happens.
Everyone is saying, “Yes. This is a great direction. Let’s go!”
SB: I think I am beginning to get the picture. Lord, in terms of final statements, what do you
advise lightworkers who are looking forward to beginning work soon, what is the most important
thing to remember about the subject of generating will, perhaps collective will, but perhaps will
within ourselves, what is the one thing they need to keep in mind as we approach this new phase
of activity.
AAM: What I would ask of you, what I would suggest to you, and that is to each of you, do not
wait. Begin embracing and working with this aspect of will that perhaps you have placed aside.
You say, “Well we are not in a full position.” What I suggest to you is that much creation comes
about because you are willing it. So begin to work with your Divine Self Will. Play with it. See
the harmony between your heart and your solar plexus, your head and your solar plexus. Begin to
embrace what has always been within you. Welcome it home like a long lost friend, as if you
have an extra set of eyes, or an extra set of hands that you didn’t even know about…or a brand
new car, my friend.
SB: (Laughing) Thank you very much. Are you going to be on the hood of every car, Lord? Can
you do that?
AAM: Oh yes, I can!
SB: You can, that is an amazing talent.
AAM: One of a few. Go with my love.
SB: Thank you, Lord.
AAM: Farewell.
SB: Farewell.
Channeled by Linda Dillon
©2016 Council of Love, Inc.
http://counciloflove.com/
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Archangel Michael: On the Divine Co-Creative Partnership
- Part 1/2

Archangel Michael on the Divine Co-Creative Partnership - Part 1/2
Feb. 12, 2017

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/02/12/archangel-michael-divine-co-creative-partnershippart-12/
In this two-part series, I'd like to delve deeper into the divine co-creative partnership, since all
lightworkers will sooner or later be involved in co-creating with the celestials, just as I
apparently am doing.
Let's start by looking at what Michael has said about the co-creative process. In Aug. 2015, he
stressed with me the importance of co-creation, calling it "a very key ingredient ... of [building]
Nova Earth." (1)
If we still have our vasanas intact when abundance comes, the effort to build Nova Earth together
could implode, he suggested in 2013.
"You would have people breaking down. You would have systems breaking down. Systems
of communication. The new realm is based on the ability to deal with and create change – to
co-create Nova Earth and come from a place of love. ...
"Love, the true anchoring of it, when you have been in a world that has been highly abusive,
where many are still frightened, to express [oneself honestly] is a courageous, courageous
act. And it is not always popular, but it is necessary." (2)
The way we'll work together as lightworkers will resemble the way the celestials work with each
other, he told me: "Last night, I spoke with your dear friend Stephen Cook. And I spoke to him
about our family and how the archangels work together. That is how you will work together." (3)
The way it needs to proceed, he told me, was that "you make suggestions. ... But suggestions are
not commands. So bring forth your suggestions in a collaborative way that you are prepared to
hear 'no' to and let go." (4)
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In Aug. of 2014 he told me that co-creative abilities were being activated and why they were
happy about that.
"What is ... occurring ... is the activation of your deeper talents and co-creative abilities
which we are dying for you to activate because as soon as [they are] activated, you can see
us, you can feel us, you can co-create with us and we are off to the races." (5)
Later that same year, he told me that "it is time for a variety of people ... to be stepping up,
assuming greater responsibilities, fuller roles, and be co-creating, not merely the platform, but
Nova Earth." (6)
In Aug. 2015 he had a reading with Hope Chest President Karen Wilson and gave her these
suggestions:
"What is happening is that ... there is still a human hesitancy about taking the quantum leap.
"What [people] are doing is they are thinking about bringing forth this creation, which is a
co-creation in every sense of the word; then they are trying to translate it into the old
paradigms, into their old framework of deservingness and lack, rather than jumping forward
and creating the new.
"Now, seldom would I ever suggest this to the masses but I do suggest this to you and to
those that you entrust with this.
"Those hesitant beings that are afraid to leap the Grand Canyon, give them a little nudge. Not
pushing them off the cliff but perhaps a hand on the shoulder, a hand on the back and a little
nudge. That is how close you are." (7)
A year later he was discussing us entering our "creative phase."
"You are moving into the phase of creation, into moving from the understanding of what it
means to be in your transformative love, in ascension, in unity consciousness, etc., etc., etc.,
into leadership, into stewardship, into the co-creation with us and with human beings, the
collective, the practicality of bringing into form what has been discussed for eons.
"We have turned to you, and I mean you, my beloved friend and brother, and you
collectively, and asked you to bring your talents, your hearts, your resources, everything you
have to creation and so this greater understanding of 'keep going' - because your tangible
creation is your writing, is our writing.
"But you will find yourself talking more about what action looks like and what creation looks
like and how it demonstrates into physical form, into what people think of as the physical
realm, which is not the old Third but is a manifestation into physicality." (8)
I said earlier that the Archangel were working with us as a parent would with a child on a
tricycle. In 2013, he used the image of training wheels to describe how the Archangels are
working with us, developing our creative abilities:
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"We could never, in financial or any terms, pay you enough for your service. The zeros
would be to infinity. But there is this sense also: Well I am doing the work and if I am
worthy, why are you not supporting me?
"But underneath that is also a feeling and belief that you are not being supported. So it is,
yes, dig deeper. It is also more letting go. But it is also embracing the fact that it will be
there. And I may not know exactly how or why or the mechanics and perhaps I do not need
to. But it will be there because I am part of infinite creation. And that is the paradigm and
the energy that you hold.
"You do it beautifully in your writing, in your work, in the platform that we have built.
"And when you hold that, it communicates effortlessly like the flow of water over stone to
everyone you encounter personally and otherwise." (9)
When a small sum of money came in for the team, he reminded me that co-creating small sums
was no different than co-creating large sums.
"You say to me: but Michael, but Lord, if I am to hold that energy, what do I do when the
money isn’t there? And I do not want to live in an illusion where I am being foolhardy in
pretending that the money is going to be there when it isn’t on the table.
"We are helping you to co-create in full partnership in ways that perhaps you haven’t thought
of before. And you have laughed with the channel and you have said: Oh, but this was little
sums of money. But what I say to you is that it does not matter if it is little sums or millions
and millions of dollars.
"The effort, the energy, the sharing, the sense of community and being your brother’s keeper
- that is the energy. That is what you are doing.
"So you are working your training wheels with the little bits of money so that you are ready
for the millions." (10)
As the energies rise and our powers increase, the celestials are training us to use them for the
highest good of the planet.
(Concluded in Part 2, tomorrow.)
Footnotes
(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Aug. 3,
2015.
(2) Ibid., April 17, 2013.
(3) Ibid., Dec. 18, 2012.
(4) Ibid., Aug. 3, 2015.
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(5) Ibid., Aug. 1, 2014.
(6) Ibid., Nov. 21, 2014.
(7) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Karen Wilson through Linda Dillon, Aug. 15,
2015.
(8) Ibid., Aug. 12, 2016.
(9) Ibid., March 8, 2013.
(10) Loc. cit.
(11) Loc. cit.
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Feb. 13, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/02/13/archangel-michael-divine-co-creative-partnershippart-22/
(Concluded from Part 1.)
He went on to make the interesting assertion that I was learning "the conversion factors":
AAM: You are learning the conversion factors.
SB: What does that mean Lord – the conversion factors?
AAM: Of energy into whatever you wish. You already know it, because you convert pure air
into energy, into thought, into inspiration, into these funny little letters on a computer screen
called writing. That is the conversion factor. Now you are learning it about money. (1)
There were areas I was not to go into. Co-creating did not mean battling with others who hold
viewpoints I don't share, he told me in 2011.
"We are not asking you to be in the fray. This is important that you understand.
"Because the fray is not where the truth will lie. So, yes, there will be controversy the same
way there is controversy whenever there is something unique and new introduced into the
realm of human conscious experience.
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"But we don't want you to be front and center in the controversy or the fray. We want you to
be that voice of reason, of balance, and of clarity.
"That is exactly why you were chosen for this role. There are many, and I observe them as do
many of us, who want to jump on their horse. And what happens when you are doing that,
not that there is not need at times for defenders of various positions and rights, but what it
often is it creates a continuity of the duality. It is a continuity of the old. And what is not what
we are co-creating with you. It is a very different paradigm." (12)
What prevents us from taking up the celestials' invitation to co-creative partnership? AAM says
it's the fear of failing, being ridiculed, rejected, etc. (2)
AAM: You are at a point in human evolution, planetary evolution where everything is in
alignment. Now what does that mean? It means a sacred, divine, eternal, infinite moment
which translates in human form not as what you really call a moment, what we would refer to
as several months, where humanity can fully transform but not by clinging and saying,
"I won't step forward any further because I am too afraid, I'm too angry, I am afraid of
looking like a fool." That is a very big core issue for many, looking foolish.
S: Being conned, looking foolish and being rejected
AAM: Being abandoned, being betrayed, being conned, stepping out and believing that they
were part of something big only to find out that they are alone, abandoned and isolated,
separated from Source. So many are not taking the step and if the light-workers don't take the
step then who does?
We are reaching down, your Star Brothers and Sisters are reaching down, as far as we can
[consistent with the universal law of free will]. That's why we wish you could see the unseen
as it were. We are inches away from one another. All we can say and what the ascended
masters have been working on, what you would think of as night and day, is “Please don't
quit!" (3)
Thus working co-creatively with the celestials is a key ingredient in building Nova Earth.
Working that way is working in the same way the celestials work with each other.
Many are hesitant to engage with the Archangels for fear of being ridiculed or rejected. But if
lightworkers don't take up the invitation and challenge, the attempt to build a new world will
collapse. We are a vital part of this process because the Divine Plan says that only incarnated
beings can make decisions for the wellbeing of Earth.
We need not only to keep going, but to assume greater and greater responsibilities, leaving our
core issues, fears, and hesitancy behind.
This then is the process of co-creative partnership a Michael outlines it.
Footnotes
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(1) Ibid., April 26, 2011.
(2) I can vouch for that. Even introducing the topic of divine co-creative partnership was
confronting for me. Who am I to be writing this, I said to myself? What do I know about it? Am I
not being arrogant and self-important?
(13) Ibid., Aug. 1, 2014.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: On Co-Creative Partnership and Flow

Archangel Michael on Co-Creative Partnership and Flow

Feb. 25, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/02/25/286544/
In my reading with him (through Linda Dillon) on Feb. 17, 2017, Archangel Michael looked
back with me on our recent excursion into co-creative partnership and laid out some important
elements of it, chief among them "getting out of the way."
He describes "going with the flow" as what we should be aiming for, confirming for me
something I suspected - that, while linearity might be the paradigm of the Third Dimension,
"flow" is the paradigm of the higher dimensions we're gradually accustoming ourselves to.
Thanks to Dana for our transcript.
Archangel Michael: You have been learning in a very practical way the process of co-creation
with us.
Steve Beckow: I’m very much interested in that process, Lord.
AAM: It is not an esoteric study, although you also note that we have lead you back to some of
the more esoteric material (1) but also the co-creation process because you need to know this.
As you go forth in the co-creation with us and on our behalf, by the way, of Nova Earth in
physicality. It is important to know the practicality of that process as well.
So, yes, this is something that you are interested in and that we are interested in and you have
need to have a fuller grasp of, let us put it that way.
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But the biggest piece of this co-creative process, as you have learned, is getting out of the way. It
is getting out of the way and at the same time participating, showing up and allowing the
guidance to truly move you and co-create with you.
So often I have said to thee, “Follow your heart. What is your greatest desire? What is your
grand passion?” These are important because you aren’t led and planted or directed to a deep
heart desire if it is not part and parcel of the journey that you have, can we say, roughed out prior
to your arrival.
And that roughing out of the plan of course, has been done in tandem with all of us. So it is not a
singular plan. And then that plan of course has been interwoven into the greater tapestry of the
Mother.
So often humans tend to think that co-creation requires work. And “work” in your terminology
has a sense of burden and drudgery, responsibility and heaviness.
Whereas for us when we talk about work it is not a term that is laden with all those things
because our work is our passion. Our work, as you would think of it, is our joy. So we don’t
really go to work.
We tend to look at one another in the esoteric sense and say, “Well, what do you want to do
today?” And that is also an ingredient of Nova Earth.
Now the human capacity tends to be quite stuck in duality where you are either working or you
are taking time off. And in taking time off in that limited sense, you have to divvy it up in terms
of spiritual work, or relationship, or play, or staring at the wall, etc.
Whereas in truth everything is unified and everything, in terms of your concept of a day or time,
is in co-creative flow.
And so often, as you know, the most brilliant insights, the most brilliant ideas, the most
pleasurable undertakings come when you are, not at rest, but in the relaxed state and, yes,
sometimes in sleep because, as you also know, that is a very busy time.
So you have been engaged in understanding this co-creative process because as you become
more busy - and that is a given - when we say busy we do not want to imply, “preoccupied.”
When you are preoccupied or distracted, you stop the flow of creation.
So it is about being present - yes, attending to whatever needs to be attended to, whether it is
having a shower or buying a building - but it is not being distracted by that. You have this
expression of “being in the flow.”
But in truth you (and when I say “you” I mean the human collective but particularly at the head
of that parade are the lightworkers) and so you are learning more about the joy, the pleasure, the
ease, the grace of being in the flow.
And being in the flow is about creation and co-creation.
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Later...
Steve: Did you inspire in me the vision of having high standards like, “noble stewards of the
Mothers abundance” and “buddhas of business”?
AAM: Yes
Steve: You said a lot more and I’ve forgotten some of it but it’s all there, right?
AAM: It is all there and it will grow. Again, this is you becoming the steward of an organization
and of an undertaking of massive, massive global impact and import.
You have the concept of the high standards or what we would call the ethical integrity standards
and you have some cute and very powerful terminology so we don’t want you to get caught on
the titles, sweet one. They will come.
Steve: When you say, “don’t get caught on the titles,” what titles… You don’t mean like
President. You're not saying that, are you?
AAM: We are saying, don’t get stratified.
Steve: Don’t get stratified. Yes, very good. (Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve
Beckow through Linda Dillon, Feb. 17, 2017.)
Footnotes
(1) Like Sri Ramana Maharshi, for instance. I've had an acute interest lately in the books on
enlightenment that I used to write From Darkness Unto Light. A Dictionary of Enlightenment. Is
this his "esoteric leading"?
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
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Archangel Michael: Celestial Project Management - Part 1/2

Celestial Project Management - Part 1/2
March 18, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/03/18/celestial-project-management-part-12/
The emails that you send us with your feedback are very helpful. They help us steer the craft, so
to speak.
Also helpful is the mirroring I - and others - get from the celestials and ascended masters that
we're able to speak to. In our case that would either be in radio interviews or in personal
readings, through channel Linda Dillon.
It's like celestial project management on a joint celestial/human partnership.
I've shied away from posting material that could be interpreted as self-laudatory, puffery. But I
also deprive you thereby of watching an archangel work with his servant, especially in divine cocreative partnership.
I can tell you that the loving treatment I receive at Archangel Michael's hands keeps me going
many days and weeks, when I'm bone tired. I can't wait for the time to arrive when we'll talk
again.
This particular piece of mirroring I received really did help me get a sense of what it is I'm
doing, day after day. That's all it took to revive me - a sense of where we're going.
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I'll add to it (tomorrow) a few comments he made later in the reading in which he told me to take
a break after the Reval and go on vacation, inviting readers to plumb the resources of this site the downloadable books, the library of articles, the databases of quotes arranged topically.
There's a huge amount of information on this site on a variety of subjects, all relevant to what's
happening right now. But it took him saying it to have me see it.
Archangel Michael: Welcome, dearest heart, brother and ally, friend, warrior of peace and
warrior of love. That is who I am and that is who you are. And, yes, we step forward in the
fulfilment, you on Earth, on this beloved planet called Gaia, I as your wing man, quite literally.
We are a team. We are allies and we are brothers and the truth of this comes forward more clearly
for you every day.
And, yes, it is important, my friend, to enjoy and to be in the fullness of your body, in the
inhabitation of this sacred space because how else do you truly enjoy the bounty, the diversity,
the beauty and the wonder of Gaia?
You do it from a different perspective. But even I, in one of my most delightful undertakings,
with cooperation from beloved Gaia - to paint her skies. I do it with her, in honouring of the
Mother. And you in a different way are painting the Earth.
And first you are laying a foundation, a primer coat of compassion and willingness and
preparation and expansion and a depth of understanding, most sublime and practical, that allows
the fine tuning and the next coat and the next coat and the next coat to be applied.
And you know as practical human - no, not handyman - (1) but practical human, that you cannot
apply the additional coats. (2)
Michaelangelo (3) began with the primer coat so that what he painted would adhere for hundreds
of years. And of course there have been beautiful touch-ups and refreshers but the pattern and the
beauty is sustained and that is what you are doing.
So don’t underestimate this preparatory phase. We know it feels at times like endurance but
you’ve also been given many aspects and glimmers of delight of late. (4) That is helping as well.
Steve Beckow: It is.
AAM: So it is that fine balance - refined balance - that you are in the world and of the world and
understanding what is transpiring, not only with Lightworkers, but with humanity. Because of
course, that is the bulk of [our] work.
Now what happens is the Lightworker/Loveholder community are the Pathfinders, the
Wayshowers and the tipping of the scale. But you cannot tip the scale and bring the collective to
somewhere they don’t want to go. So all of the work that is being done, both subtly and actually
and practically, is helping. Understand this. (5)
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Tomorrow we hear what he recommends for me when I go on three-week vacation after the
Reval. This discussion is not like anything you'd hear from an earthly boss.
(Concluded in Part 2, tomorrow.)
Footnotes
(1) He knows that I loathe being asked to be a handyman. My father would not allow me near his
tools and so I never learned to work with them. I'm not attracted to the handyman role.
(2) I cannot do it all myself. I'm forced to delegate. He knows me.
(3) He knows I love Michaelangelo.
(4) Glimpse of the Natural Self, experience of the door opening up when I saw that I was love,
peace, and bliss, etc.
(5) Archangel Michael in a personal reading through Linda Dillon, March 10, 2017.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
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Archangel Michael: Celestial Project Management - Part 2/2

Celestial Project Management - Part 2/2
March 19, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/03/19/celestial-project-management-part-22/

What boss would say what Michael does below?
Who would you rather work for? A boss like this or....?
He's setting the new paradigm. I get to be the first person to act it out on this plane of existence.
Not like I understand all of what he says from the get-go. I usually have to reflect on it, digest it,
assimilate it, etc.
The presenting problem is that I don't know what to do when I go on three weeks vacation after
the Reval. Who at that time will want to edit a newsletter? No one. We'll all be out celebrating.
He uses the occasion to outline the old paradigm of work that has to go and identify the new one
he suggests replace it.
Thanks to Dana for our transcript.
Steve Beckow: What will I do with the blog when I go on vacation? I can’t see anyone wanting
to sit in my seat. They'll all be out vacationing or celebrating. What is your recommendation?
Archangel Michael: Part of what we are doing is setting a new paradigm. And part of that is
another paradigm is being broken and we are encouraging you all - but especially you, my friend
- to break this belief that work is the ultimate.
The abuse of power, manipulation, control, particularly in your Western society, which has been
adopted in the East, in India, in most nations of the world, has been that if you work, work, work,
if you keep your nose to the grindstone, if you simply give all you have, then you will be
favoured.
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Most generally people have felt that it means that you will be favoured financially and therefore
that you have to earn your place.
Now what that has done is that it has kept the freedom of balance, of the Divine balance, at bay.
It has kept the balance of work and play and family and spirit and staring at the wall, at bay. And
it has contributed to the coffers of those who are only interested in maintaining financial control
and power over others.
We want that paradigm to not even be a shadow of Nova Earth and Nova Being. So it is
harmonious balance in all areas and all realms. So what you are doing is declaring in actuality a
break.
Now, let us suggest (and we are speaking to the channel as well) that there is enough material on
our blog to keep people busy for years so it is not that there is an absence of material to occupy
their minds and their hearts and to feed as inspiration for their journeys.
And in fact, in what you are calling vacation/holidays, during this hiatus of significant shift, let
us put it that way, many will be needing, and feeling somewhat forced (and I do not use that as
coercion; I mean inner motivation), to re-evaluate who they are, where they are, what they’re
doing, by going back to what we would call, some seminal material.
And you have written this and you have certainly covered the waterfront in terms of what to do,
if and when, the RV occurs.
But also the inner preparation; it will be there. So what you are doing is allowing them both
internally and externally to enter the spaciousness, to do that inner work and re-evaluation.
So you take a break. It is that simple. (1)
Footnotes
(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading through Linda Dillon, March 10, 2017.
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Archangel Michael: The Source of Power and Authority

Archangel Michael: The Source of Power and Authority
March 9, 2017

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/12/14/archangel-michael-explains-plan-unfolds-midst-creativechaos/
Linda Dillon: Channel for the Council of Love
Steve Beckow: Host, InLight Radio
Archangel Michael: Greetings! I am Michael.
Steve Beckow: Greetings, Lord.
AAM: And welcome to each and every one of you. I welcome you as Archangel of peace,
warrior of love, bringer of news and whatever titles you wish to bestow upon me, I gladly accept.
But, please also bestow on me the title of friend, of ally, of brother, as we go forth, yes, dear
Steve, dear Linda, as you have said, in fulfillment of the Mother’s plan.
Now we all know that the Mother’s plan is infinite and eternal. And even as Archangel, and even
if I stretch my wings and my arms to the breadth of this universe, I would not touch the edges of
Her plan, of the infinite Divine plan. So when we say, and when we speak heart to heart, mind to
mind, friend to friend about the fulfillment of the plan, of course we are speaking of this phase
and this element and the beauty, the phenomenal beauty of the bringing forth to fruition this
element, this segment of our Mother’s plan.
And, yes, in order to manage and promote workability, of course we talk of the fulfillment of the
Mother’s plan for this planet, for this beautiful Archangel Gaia, and the fulfillment of the
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ascension of the human collective, and of course, everything else - all the kingdoms, anything
you can conceive of because, of course, it is integrated - it is of a piece. And you bring forth the
ascension of a planet. But even that part of the plan has such implications, yes, what you would
think of as the domino effect, for so many planets, so many galaxies, so many races throughout
the Omniverse.
Now we come this day to talk about power. But even before we get there, I want each of you, my
beloveds, to consider the wonder of this life, of this incarnation, of this time in the unfoldment of
the Divine plan through that exercise that you have referred to as free will, partnered with your
divine authority, that you are bringing forth in form, in substance, in materiality the plan of the
Mother.
Think of it. You are translating a divine dream, a divine wish into form. On this beloved planet
you have had an age, which although you don’t recognize it, still goes on, but you’ve had an age
of inventors. For those who would dream and conceptualize, such as Einstein, and then that
would be brought into form. And, look now how so many of Einstein’s theories are being proven
to be true. Well, we knew that a long time ago.
Now, think of your life, your dreams, your ideas of what your heart desires and what you know is
possible because you came with that knowing. It’s being brought into form, materiality. And,
whether it is simply a concept such as an institution or a society, the way it functions, it is still a
form. And it is a form because there are human beings acting, behaving according to the
principles of the institution or the society and the belief systems they’re under.
The magnitude of this, and the magnitude of our honoring of each of you in this, is beyond
substantial. So, know that.
Power. With that process, what I suggest and say to you is there is only one source of power. In
the true sense, yes, like Yeshua speaks of true love, now let us speak of true power. Now what is
the essence of power? What is the creative force, of source, of Mother, Father, One?
Well, if you have not heard us then you have not been listening. Because repeatedly and
infinitely and eternally we will always say it is love. That is the generating essence of all power.
And we will talk about divine authority in this context as well. How you experience power is
through a unified, even a form of sacred union. Think of it even in terms of your electricity, your
grids. You plug something into the wall, or you tune in to some electronic cell tower, etc., and
you key into the power. You connect to the juice that will generate whatever device you are
hoping to give you satisfaction.
So it is with genuine power. This word as we have spoken of before, has been greatly abused,
misused and certainly misunderstood until it has degenerated, in your language and many
languages in the collective consciousness of humans, to almost a negative connotation. So, we
want to resurrect this term of power because each of you, my beloved friends, are being invited
to fully assume your power.
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Now, it is a different expression of that for each and every one of you. But the source of what
you plug in and you join and conjoin with is the same. It is the infinite. It is the love. And that is
the energy, the juice that allows you to proceed and to bring into form.
Now, upon this planet, and I am not just speaking about this time, although this is some
wondrous examples, but power has been regrettably used. And this is where the connotation of
power as a negative has come from. Not from the purity of the essence of Source, but from the
abuse of power. And, when power is abused, it degenerates. Think of it that way. There is a
degeneration into manipulation, force, control. And there is the exercise of false authority over
other beings. There is the manipulation of energy and it does not matter whether it is in
physicality, or emotionality or any form. It is coercion to make another align with your small
self-will. I won’t say free will. I will say self-will. So let us use that delineation as well.
Now, what happens when there is this abuse of power? One of the things, let us talk about the
abuser, and yes we can talk about abuser from a Genghis Khan or a Hitler to a child who is
manipulating simply because they want to get their own way. It is not the child that we are
talking about, although we address variations on this. When there is a person, because it is
primarily a human issue, that becomes an abuser of power, so often your focus has been on those
who were abused, and we will get to that.
But what happens to the abuser? There is a disconnect, a fundamental disconnect from their
universal soul design and, of course, from source. This is how so many false grids and paradigms
grew up upon your planet.
So, think of it again in terms of the plug. And, you know if you have a plug sort of half pluggedin or a wobbly connection, you may get a flash of electricity here and there. But the full
connection is lost and eventually what ends up happening is the plug simply falls out of the wall.
So the abuser, in taking that coercive action, that decision – make no mistake about it because it
is a decision, it is an act of self-will – there is a disconnect from the Divine and there is a
disconnect from themselves, from their own natural self. So they are becoming simply a shadow
and that shadow begins to gain substance and maybe what you think of as an aspect of the self.
But it is never the totality of the being. And, of course, the more the individual lives or
participates in that aspect, it gains energy.
But it is all, think of this, it is all discordant energy. It is energy that is not aligned either with
truth or with the truth of their being. And this is very, very sad.
It is a departure from Source. Now there are some exceptions, but it is a departure from the
reason why they chose to incarnate in the first place, which was to know the joy and experience
of love in form.
Now, they may claim love, but it is the ego experience and it is the ego experience which is selfexplanatory where the love is reflected upon one’s self rather than truly in a conjoining in a
sacred partnership with another, whether it is a partner or a family or a community.
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The more that disconnect, and the longer, the stronger that disconnect is in place, the more
aberrant the behaviors become, the more unhappy, to put it mildly, the individual becomes even
if they claim happiness or joy. Joy is off the table. So you are dealing with an individual who has
assumed power through coercion, force, control, who is in a completely dysfunctional,
discordant relationship not only with themselves, but with whomever they associate with,
whether is partner, family, community, nation or world.
Then there are those who are subtly or actually, directly or indirectly in receipt – let us put it that
way – of the abuse of control. And again, you have the range from the parent being held hostage
in the supermarket to something as abhorrent as a Hitler.
Abuse of power requires agreement and acquiescence. When there is an abuse of power, again
either subtly or actually, what happens particularly in the direct line of fire, the individual who is
being manipulated, abused, coerced is subtly or actually agreeing or acquiescent, and they are
simply different points on the same spectrum to being controlled, either because it doesn’t seem
to matter to them at the moment or there is an agreement because of lack of self-worth and selflove that they will allow this.
Now, I can already hear you, Steve, saying to me, “Well, a victim of rape and violence is not
agreeing.” Which is absolutely correct. Yes, I can read your mind.
And that is the battle for truth. That is the battle for freedom. But let us finish the thought,
because the battle is where I want to go.
But the unconscious and sometimes conscious agreement with the abuser leads eventually, and
sometimes rapidly, to the establishment of a paradigm of abuse of power that is accepted. And,
then the recipient of that abuse of power, whether it is a spouse or a community or a nation, then
is participating consciously or subconsciously in this false paradigm that is completely
disconnected from the Source and truth, from the love energy.
Now, what is happening with humanity? And, you say, “Well, dear Lord, it looks like we’re all
going down the tubes rapidly.” And, of course, those of you who are feeling that are simply
dismayed at what you are witnessing, at the exposure of the abuse of power, to which we are
thrilled.
Because what is truly happening is there are billions of you and not all of those billions wear the
hat of being called light worker or love holder, but there are billions who are not only
acknowledging and witnessing and seeing and exposing the abuse of power, but very actively
choosing with the free will – not the self-will – that they do not want to be, they do not choose to
be within that facade, that illusion of those who are trying to create or recreate an old third.
Now, if we had had this conversation to its fullest several years ago, you would not have fully
understood. And I do not mean this in a derogatory way. You would not have fully understood
what I was talking about. And you would not have fully understood or agreed with me.
Nevertheless it was there and it was truth. But you were in a more hopeful forward thrust mode
and that was necessary to get you to this point.
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Now, what is power? And let us go back to the agreement and the acquiescence because power is
unification, it is conjoining, it is community, it is alignment. And it is alignment of free will with
Divine will. It does not eradicate, limit or even require that you give up your decision-making
power; quite the contrary. In previous conversations, we have talked about power, the assumption
of the mantle of power in human form in creating Nova Earth as the assumption of stewardship,
of guardianship. And that still stands. Make no mistake about that.
But, what does human power mean? Yes, of course, it means balance. But it also means, my
beloved friends, that you are fully, fully plugged in, that you are fully connected. You say, “Well,
Lord, I am trying. But I am waiting for Ascension. Maybe once I go through that final portal,
then I’ll feel fully plugged in.”
No. That is not good enough. You have the capacity, you have the wherewithal, you have
absolutely what it takes to fully align with your power, your universal self, the totality of your
full design, your abilities, in divine perfection of your divine authority, with the divine authority,
with the love right now.
No more delays.
In the using of power, because power when you think of it, think of how it is geared in terms of
your electrical grids, etc. It is something to be utilized. It is an energy to be utilized. It is part of
what you think of as your co-creative efforts. And in that there always, yes always, will be
elements of agreement and acquiescence. And that is fine.
If you are a master chef and your passion, your inspiration, your power lies in creating delightful,
nutritious, regenerative, restorative meals, then in your family, you may become the kitchen
power. And, that is your forte’ and you will enjoy when you are doing that and others support
you in doing that.
Now, some of your family may acquiesce because they have absolutely no interest in going
anywhere near the kitchen. So to them it is a non-issue and you will hear them say, “Go for it,
and I am so happy you are.” And that level of acquiescence is perfect. Divinely perfect.
Then there are those in your family who will be in agreement: “Well yes, I am not particularly
fond, it is not my forte’ or my first passion to be the cook or the chef, so you go ahead and be the
chef because that is who you are.” And, then there is an attachment to that. Stop!
Now and then I would like to participate or even be in charge of the kitchen or a meal. And that
is the cooperation because, of course, as the chef, you are saying, “This is my passion, but that
does not mean I always want to be tethered to the kitchen, because I may wish to go to an art
class. I may wish to join Michael and paint the sky.” So there is that level, and I am using the
simplest example, of cooperation.
So, there are those that “go ahead and do what you want because that is not in my purview of
interest” and then there are those who want to be on the periphery. And, then there will be those
who say, “Well, I want to participate more fully because I want to learn how to cook. I am not
sure if that’s my passion, but I would like to participate." And so it is in power.
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So, dearest Steve, for example, you are a writer, you are a communicator, this is the essence of
who you are. This is the essence of what I would term your power, your passion, your
contribution, your talent, and the choices that you are making with your free will.
Now, I am not asking you to go and be a landscaper, because that is not your passion. Now, there
are others, and others that are listening right now, whose passion is to go and get their hands in
the dirt and talk to the trees and dance with the elementals. And that is fine. What is key in this is
the true connection to power. It is that alignment and it is the exercise of free will choice, not in
authoritarian, coercive ways, but in absolute cooperation of the highest realm of love, of loving
actions, of loving energies. Because the love is the energy that is going to help you create,
whether it is a cake or a garden or a nation, that is what is going to create what works for
everyone.
If the love, the cooperation, unity, consideration, empathy, compassion is not present, then it is
not of love and it certainly is not of power. Because it is not of the Mother, it is simply of human
design. And, as history has shown you again and again, that human design has been extremely
faulty.
Now, with that food for thought, where do you wish to begin?
SB: Thank you, Lord. You’ve made a lot of points, but you’re not just talking about Hitler and
Genghis Khan, you’re also talking about me. It’s just a question of how far you want to take
things, right? The same attempts to force my will on others through my words or energy or
attitudes, it’s the same, right? It’s just on a very much smaller scale.
AAM: That is correct. And I am glad you have brought me to my next point.
SB: Okay. (Laughter) Now that’s Divine co-creative partnership!
AAM: That is correct! Now, in the gentlest way I say this, there is not a one of you that has not,
at some juncture, practiced an abuse of power. And, that is a good thing insofar as you know
exactly – be honest with yourselves – you know exactly what it looks and feels and tastes like.
And you have been the recipient of, can we call it, these minor abuses of power.
So there is subtle manipulation that goes on in human interaction. And, it is part of what you
would think of as egoic behavior rather than heart-conscious behavior. And what we’ve
witnessed beloveds is that there is less and less of this because you are becoming more
conscious, not only are you becoming more conscious of when you are doing this, you are
becoming more uncomfortable with when you are doing this because you know what you are
doing.
Now, sometimes you just say, “But, I really want my own way.” Not trusting, but if you were to
express that in positive ways, in ways that admit you’re human, that you would get your own
way anyway. So, there is still this level in many hearts, well, in many egos that are still at that
level of the manipulative child.
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Do I come this day to blame or shame or bring guilt to you? No. That is not of love. But I do
bring your attention to it because when you behave that way, what you are doing, sweet angels, is
pulling that plug. You are pulling that plug, not completely, but making it wobbly, from your own
universal soul design and from the source. So, think of it. You are disconnecting, yes, from
Mother/Father One. But you are also disconnecting from your beloved self. And the difficulty of
this is when you are in that system, it means you cannot think of this. It is not possible to have a
full heart connection with another being, not with a human being, not with your guides, not with
your Archangel. Oh, we will talk to you. Make no doubt about it. But you won’t feel the full
impact of our love. And that is sad.
Even in the animal kingdom – and let us even make it more specific with a dog, and you all
know that dogs are among the most faithful, loyal, and they are used to being adherent. And even
with dogs, when you are in that disconnect, you cannot fully connect, and that is pathetic,
because that, in a conscious being, in a conscious light worker, love holder is pathetic. Because
you know better. You have already been. And when I say you, I mean the light worker collective,
the love holder collective, the billions that I have talked about that don’t even know those terms
are flying back and forth through that ascension portal. You are on this side because what you are
doing is waiting for the collective, but you are also already creating Nova Earth and Nova being.
So what you are doing is you are fine tuning some of your behaviors. You are bringing to the
conscious forefront of both your mind and your heart that you choose not to reinforce a paradigm
of abuse of power. Because when you do those scenic detours, those various little exercises in
manipulation, what you are also doing is you are paying homage, you are agreeing with that
abuse of power paradigm and that is not the truth of your heart of who you are. So more and
more you are saying, ‘No.’
Now, I want to be clear. There is a difference and I want this to be known very much, between
acting in a manipulative way and writing or channeling or speaking or having a cup of coffee and
conversation that is from your heart. This is why we have taken the trouble and your star family
has been teaching you about the various forms of language.
Now you are not trying, in writing, to manipulate. It is not errant behavior to state your case.
When you write, when you speak, when you behave from the framework, the truth of your
genuine understanding, when you have done your work, dear hearts, of digging and removing the
debris, which you are doing marvelously, when you speak from that place, then what you are
doing is not trying to manipulate. You are not trying to coerce others into your point of view. You
are leaving that doorway wide open because you are speaking with Saedor for a lively
conversation. You are saying, “This is what I think. This is how I feel. This is what I believe.”
And then you are saying, “But you may have something to add to this understanding. You may
have something to build and to expand this, not just for me but for all of us.”
So, it is an open conversation. In the abuse of power it is a closed conversation. It is, “this is the
way it is. This is how you are to behave. This is what you have need to adhere to and I don’t
want any back talk.” That is not of love. But, in a loving conversation, what is happening is that
door is open. So where the conversation is closed – and there are far too many people in various
nations who are afraid, yes, and I do not mean afraid in terms of wilderness issues, I mean afraid
for their lives, afraid for their freedom to express that.
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The But, what you are doing, and this is one of the reasons why I am asking to talk about this
this day, when you are throwing that door open and you are saying, “This is the conversation,
this is what I believe, this is what I feel. What do you have to add?” And we have seen some very
interesting additions. Not all is truth. That does not matter because that will be culled out like a
weed in a garden and it will be done gently and kindly and with a great deal of humor.
But, what you do when you open that conversation, when you are laying down that new grid of
power, authority, of stewardship, is you are saying, “Come over here because we are wide open
to building together. That this is collegial, this is cooperative. We are unified and we have a goal,
and our goal is bringing into form the love that the Mother shows us, shares with us, that is in our
very DNA.” We have talked about diverging pathways and that you are forging a new pathway
and you are saying to the collective, “Look come over here.” Well, this new framework of power
is part of that. Do you understand what I say?
SB: Well, I do. But, I have to admit that I am still having trouble thinking of situations like being
the head of a company, say, and having a mission, having a vision and getting the manifestation
of that vision to happen, and having, not chains of command exactly, but reporting relationships,
let’s use that business phrase. How to do it without lapsing into giving commands or abuse of
power? I still don’t understand how that will work after the abundance starts to flow and light
workers are disbursing funds. I still don’t know how it’s going to work, this balance between
command or getting something done or asking people to do things and free will.
AAM: It is leadership.
SB: Could you talk a bit about that?
AAM: I would be pleased to. Now you heard me, and I am but one Archangel in a legion of
servants to the Mother. So we know what it is to have a boss. And nothing that I would do would
ever be contrary to the Mother’s dream. Because that is all I desire. That is all I align to.
And I have legions, my legion of blue as you well know, my friend. Think of it in this way. All
true leaders, all true stewards formulate a team. That concept, that structure was not formulated
on abuse of power. Was it hijacked and manipulated and bastardized? Yes. But think of it in this
way. As the head of the corporation, you must have a team. No individual is responsible for the
creation or co-creation of Nova Earth. How many times do we have to say to you that we are not
a hierarchy; we work cooperatively.
Now, does that mean that no one takes the lead? Of course not. The person who is best suited for
that role takes the lead in that spectrum. There needs to be structure; otherwise all you have is
chaos. And, you’ve seen enough of that. And, I’m not even talking about sixth-dimensional
chaos. You will just simply have mayhem.
So you don’t take someone who is absolutely not only having managerial qualities, but is
brilliant in it, and put them in charge of personnel. The IT person knows nothing about providing
insurance and health care. So you bring forward a team and that team has to be cohesive and in
alignment with what you have termed your mission and purpose. The structure, the belief system
of why the company, the institution, the project exists. If they are not, then that is not a good fit.
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Now, will there be a discussion? When there is a CEO today, let us use today, and that CEO goes
on vacation or on hiatus on a well-earned rest for months, what happens? That person who wants
to try out cooking in the kitchen gets to try it on and to expand it and to learn and to grow and to
be supported by the team, because in the moment, that is the best person to be in that position.
And, eventually that person may realize they love doing that. So they may go off and start their
own corporation. And that is alright because what they are doing is they are carrying the values,
the vision, the mission into another realm and another realm and another realm.
You have an abhorrence, dear Steve, of being seen as controlling.
SB: Even while I do try to control.
AAM: That is correct. So you see the conflict there. It is not so much controlling as actively
seeking cooperation. The fear of control and the desire to control comes from the subtle fear that
people do not want to go forward in the direction, the same direction, or in the same realm that
you do. And, what we are suggesting to you in this new paradigm is that they do.
So there is old fear that there is an abuser knocking at the door and you better be vigilant and
control the situation so they don’t get access is not true. So you are letting that go and what you
are doing is you are seeking out new ways, heart ways of being in friendship, of being in
business, of being in projects, of being in family, because that old paradigm is gone.
Now, you are seeing some rigorous attempts at resurrection, but you are not participating in that.
And, I strongly encourage you, control and the need to control is simply based on the fear that
you will be overridden and abused yourself. And this comes from either past lives or being
controlled as a child. Let it go.
SB: Well, I confess that I have the fear that I will have a vision, one that my colleagues won’t
want, say, and that it’ll start to wobble and people won’t subscribe to it and I’ll be pulling out my
hair. So, that’s the kind of scenario I’m wrestling with in my worried mind.
AAM: So let us go back into the vision. Why would those beings, who wish to share in that
construction and the bringing into material a vision that appeals to them, try to undermine that
vision? Well, the truth would be that they would come with their, how you would phrase it, with
their own agendas, or their issues of lack of self-sufficiency or self-worth, self-love. And,
therefore, there would be what we would call those scenic detours.
Now, this is one of the reasons we have said to all of you, don’t rush, please. Breathe. But also in
the culture of a project, a company, an institution, a society, you have this wide-open door. Now
let us also say, the wide-open door doesn’t mean permission to act out. But, what it does mean is
that there is permission when somebody starts – and that will happen – to act out or go into old
discordant, aberrant behavior, that the culture is such that you bring that person back into the fold
or they are given the opportunity to depart and find their own way somewhere where it does fit.
Because nobody wishes individuals to be creative in areas that don’t fit them, don’t fit their
desires and mission and purpose.
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But do not think that you do not have and that we do not have the power to bring you the right
people. But you do not have in your own divine authority, the ability to call forth, to create and
bring to you those people who are a perfect fit. So that there isn’t an adjustment period, a
honeymoon period, a cleaning house period, because that is not…yes there are going to be
adjustments, but the whole purpose of building a team – and a team can be your inner circle of
six or seven and it can also be an outer circle of thousands – it is still a team.
From the person who wants to sweep the floor at night to the CEO, you are a team. And, each
team [member?] has equal value. But it is appropriate the CEO does not tell the maintenance
how to sweep. And the person who is sweeping does not tell the CEO how to implement the
vision. It is all simple. Everybody has a place and every place is critical.
SB: Wow! I certainly do notice my own tendency to project the past into the future. All the failed
attempts at getting some pretty exciting things off the ground and all the war wounds.
AAM: Well, might I say that this is something we can relate to?
SB: (Laughter) Well, I suppose. In fact, I’m sure. We just have a few minutes left, Lord. This is
such a substantial conversation, I hate to end it. Please continue to a point where you feel we can
leave the conversation to another time.
AAM: I want to pick up, my beloved friend, on what you have said, “the wounds of war and past
experience,” and I have made a joke because we know what it is to have things go awry. Let us
put it that way. What I would encourage you to do, rather than drawing on the past - and, yes, at
the very end of the hour I am introducing a new concept - rather than drawing on the past, draw
on the future.
You are in the Mother’s new time, in an infinite ocean, a fluidity of time. Swim to the future.
Locate your ideal of what the current reality in form would look like. Pick it up and bring that
into your very heart, your mind, your being, your selves. And, let it stay. And let that be your
reference point because you are not recreating the old, you are bringing forth the new. So go to
the new, bring it into the now, and proceed from that point.
SB: That’s very helpful. Thank you for that.
AAM: You are so welcome, my friend. My brother, I speak to all of you all over this beautiful
planet. Take the mantle of power. Assume your divine authority and set forth not in timidity, but
in a declaration of who you are and your freedom. Go in peace. Farewell.
Channeled by Linda Dillon
© 2017 Council of Love, Inc.
http://counciloflove.com
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Archangel Michael: The Overarching Principle of PostReval Financial Wayshowing is Stewardship

AAM: The Overarching Principle of Post-Reval Financial Wayshowing
is Stewardship
May 12, 2016
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/05/12/aam-overarching-principle-post-reval-financial-wayshowingstewardship/

In a personal reading I had with him through Linda Dillon on May 6, 2016, Archangel Michael
identified the overarching principle of our post-Reval financial wayshowing to be "stewardship."
How helpful that is. Square One. Our starting place.
In future discussions I'll ask him for more overarching concepts. It arose because I asked him
what to do in a certain situation. Thanks to Dana for our transcript.
Archangel Michael: Let us be clear about this because this is a very important discussion and it is
so because money, currency in your realm has the power to trigger many buttons. ...
To live abundantly does not mean that the bank is open and help yourself.
The entire purpose is that all are taken care of, each according to their soul agreement, not
according to their fantasy life.
Now, we want you, and when we say you, we mean all of you, to think of money in terms of
stewardship.
Steve: So that is the overarching concept?
AAM: This is the overarching principle. It is stewardship.
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So, it is not coming from a place of scarcity but it is a wise, creative stewardship that does not
throw money [around?] simply for the sake of throwing money at a problem or challenge or a
situation believing, often erroneously, that it will be resolved.
Most issues, beloved, are not about money. They are about self-worth, taking responsibility,
sharing responsibility, leadership, sharing leadership, knowing when to lead and when to follow,
and stepping up in ways that are creative.
What money is used for is so that a person, a group, an individual, an institution, an entire
community, an entire planet can step forward without worry, without that fear which is so
pervasive upon your planet, to create!
So think of it as money as a creation tool. And if it is not creating, if it is simply being thrown
down the drain or being maintained in a way that is not creative, then it is not doing its job.
Steve: So when all these old beliefs [of lack and the need to hoard] come up and we even go so
far as to act on them, what then? How are we to put the situation right?
AAM: It requires a depth of truth and honesty that is outside the realm of judgment. (1) So am I
doing this? Am I having this attitude because I am referring to the old lack and limitation beliefs?
Am I judging because I think you should be doing more? …Less? …Different? Am I judging
you according to my wants and needs? (2) Or am I observing with my wisdom eyes, my wisdom
vision that this situation (not the money, but the situation) needs to be approached differently.
Now think of what I have said and apply it to [the situation at hand].
When it comes up, if you find that you are behaving or reacting in ways that are reactive and that
are of the old paradigm, look at it, shake yourself, shrug it off, laugh, smile and say, “Oh, I
choose not to behave this way, not to react this way.”
Footnotes
(1) I knew this depth of truth and honesty in the three-month residence fellowship at Cold
Mountain Institute in 1976 and in the est Training in 1979. I haven't seen it since. We must
recreate it.
(2) Raise to awareness what we may be doing. Try out what we find. Try it on. Test it out. See if
it fits. If it fits, own it. This is the path of personal responsibility, dharma, or right conduct.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
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Archangel Michael: The Time for Lightworkers Stepping
Forth Is Now

AAM: The Time for Lightworkers Stepping Forth Is Now

July 23, 2015
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2015/07/23/aam-the-time-for-lightworkers-stepping-forth-is-now/
In a recent personal reading, Archangel Michael encouraged us lightworkers to show leadership
in the co-creative work of building Nova Earth and tells us that the time for stepping out is now.
Steve Beckow: Greetings Lord
Archangel Michael: Welcome to you, my beloved brother of blue. Welcome to this time of
extraordinary change - yes, of breakthrough, breakdown, reconstruction, and reconstitution. This
is the constant.
But never has it been so apparent as the humans go forth - in folly, in victory, in war, in peace.
The key is that they are embracing the change and that they do go forward - sometimes yes,
under misstep, and sometimes in courageous valour.
Might I even say, beloved one, that, at this time, being upon the planet and being involved in the
work of spreading light and love is courageous valor. Even in silence, the continuity, the
constancy and the certainty is an act of valor. It is an act of trust. It is an act of hope. It is an act
of love.
Know when I say that I speak of “act.” I speak of "action." I speak of forward thrust and this is
what is required. It is required in terms of the individual’s plans within the Mother’s plan. There
is a time for stillness and all action emanates, when it is of truth and balance, from that place of
stillness, of balance.
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It is not a flurry of activity, of expression, of creativity for its own sake. It has need to be clear,
directed, thoughtful, considerate, kind, gentle, strong. But it has need to be action. The time for
light workers, love holders, for all of Gaia, stepping forth, is now.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
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AAM: Synchronicity Among Reval, Disclosure and Ascension - Part
1/2
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/03/22/aam-synchronicity-among-reval-disclosure-andascension-part-12/
In this excerpt from my reading with him through Linda Dillon, on March 10, 2017, Archangel
Michael looks at the tie-in between the Reval, Disclosure, and Ascension.
He reviews the range of response to be expected from lightworkers and their nearest colleagues.
Thanks to Dana for our transcript.
Steve Beckow: Is there a temporal tie-in or synchronicity (you have answered this partially, in
the past) among the Reval, Disclosure, and Ascension?
Archangel Michael: Yes.
Steve: Is there anything you want to say either privately to me or publicly about that?
AAM: From the very beginning I have endeavored, as much as an Archangel can endeavor (I am
playing with you), to emphasize that what you have called the Reval has been about spiritual
revaluation. That vision I have needed and will continue to need to bring to everybody’s
attention, time and time and time again.
This is simply not about a temporal or a physical manifestation because one has committed to be
a Lightworker. In fact the level of entitlement among many is appalling and I say that very
strongly and very clearly.
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It is not because you are the chosen people. It is because there is a need and an agreement and a
soul agreement in the fulfilment of the Mother’s Plan that when the spiritual re-evaluation of
enough people, and the commitment to truly change, takes place, then the physical manifestation
of those resources come forth.
As we have said in the past, we do not make funds available to create dictators or for buying
weapons of mass destruction or war.
Steve: Or châteaus in the south of France.
AAM: That is correct. That would be an abomination of the Mother’s Plan.
Now I am not talking about ease. In fact we have just spoken of the need for balance in every
aspect of one’s life. So I’m not suggesting to you that you are given resources so that you can
work 24 /7 on a project, or what you previously thought of as your job or work.
Everything is an integrated whole and work and play and family and the entire list is of a whole.
So humanity and those who are recipients of resources have need to be at a level of spiritual
maturity to use these things wisely.
They are not just the recipients of a lottery. They are the guardians, the stewards of the
practicalities to create institutions and societies that are kind and loving and, might I say,
elevated; that are in alignment with the Mother’s Love.
Now there are those that have no knowledge, no association, no belief system that is in alignment
with what you feel, or believe is the Lightworker/Loveholder community. That is not to say that
they are not mission- and purpose-driven in the same way.
But their level of spiritual maturity in their pathways also has to be at a level where they can
claim divine authority. Not to be the new cabal or illuminati or usurpers of power, but to create a
balance upon this planet and, in our words, a world that works for everyone.
This delineation and even the opinions behind it, of have and have not, have need to be
eradicated. So the level of maturity has need to be present.
And we suggest that you have done stellar work, and I mean you, the collective and the
Lightworker community, have done stellar work in doing this. (1)
Tomorrow he looks at lightworker entitlement and arrogance and confirms that Disclosure will
be a group event.
(Concluded in Part 2, tomorrow.)
Footnotes
(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading through Linda Dillon, March 10, 2017.
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AAM: Synchronicity Among Reval, Disclosure and Ascension – Part
2/2
March 10, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/03/23/aam-synchronicity-among-reval-disclosure-and-ascensionpart-22/

(Concluded from Part 1, yesterday.)
In this excerpt from a personal reading with him through Linda Dillon, March 10, 2017,
Archangel Michael acknowledges pockets of entitlement and arrogance among lightworkers,
which are no longer acceptable.
He points to a level of spiritual maturity that will be needed to accomplish the work of the next,
Post-Reval era. Thanks to Dana for our transcript.
Archangel Michael: But even within the Lightworker community, there are pockets of
entitlement and arrogance that are not acceptable. So that needs to be very clear and it also needs
to be cleared.
And if… Never mind. We will not say… Yes, I will say this. If they do not do it, it will be done
for them. And that is not a threat. It is simply a necessity for the unfoldment of the Mother’s
Plan.
Again, if there is not a vibratory match (and we don’t mean frequencies because your star
brothers and sisters have the ability to adjust their frequencies. They are not simply physical
shape shifters; they are frequency shape shifters as well) so, if there is not a match (and again;
the emotional, mental, spiritual maturity to engage with them - not as them coming a saviours but
as equals, as brothers and sisters, as family) then that could not occur. Especially the fear factor
could not be present.
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Now all of this is being cleared up. So is there an association between the Reval, between what
you think of as Disclosure, which means the world community - yes, through leaders, coming
together to say, “We welcome you”…
Steve Beckow: So a group disclosure…
AAM: Yes, we have said that before. So, a group disclosure and the ability to ascend as one
rather than feeling that, “We are the Mother’s chosen ones and we get to go.” It is the ability to
go as one.
So they are all like locked puzzle pieces. You are correct.
Steve: So how does the Reval… How can I say this? I’m trying to find out how they are linked
up.
AAM: Think of it in this way. If you have a child - well, you do have a child - and you say,
“Now you’re old enough I’m going to give you an allowance of a dollar a week. And out of that
dollar a week I want you to be responsible to pay your Cub Scout dues and to take out the
garbage and walk the dog.”
There is a sacred contract there and you are teaching responsibility because you have judged and
you have discerned that your child is ready for that. It is not that you have removed your support
or that you’re not watching very closely over them and then you monitor that.
That is why we have also said, (this is an aside) there will be several waves of abundance. So we
give you the allowance and we see how you do.
If in your spiritual maturity, you go forth, and we believe you will (we strongly believe you will),
[in the belief] that this unfoldment is underway and that you are demonstrating, not simply a
primitive attitude or a tribal attitude but more of a global, universal attitude, then you are ready
to not only meet with your star family but participate with them, their technology, their gifts, in
community, to go forth in the next phase in the building of Nova Earth.
So then it becomes a cooperative venture, not something that is laid on and not something that
you are doing all by yourself. It is an expansion that is beyond measure. Then in that expansion,
you are also ready to reach a higher level of enlightenment.
Steve: Okay, so that is how they are related. In that expansion you are ready to reach a higher
level of enlightenment. It’s not that the higher level of enlightenment comes first to help you with
the expansion.
AAM: You have received several upgrades in terms of what you would think of as your levels of
enlightenment. So it is not that those adjustments have been absent. But let us also say that right
now if you were to complete your full ascension, many of you would not bother to stay and
finish the creation of Nova Earth.
Steve: So you really have to meter it out to us, so to speak, so as not to send us flying off into
some other pursuit?
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AAM: That is correct.
Steve: But we will have enough to do the job, enough smarts, enough heart…
AAM: Think of it as growing every day. Then you are given more responsibility, more
allowance, and more cooperation. You begin to fully see us and engage with us. Many of the
Masters return. So that you’re given all that you need to expand like a flower blossoming.
Steve: Alright, that’s very clear. Thank you, very helpful. (1)
Footnotes
(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading through Linda Dillon, March 10, 2017.
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Archangel Michael: Place Responsible Management in the
Hands of Those Who are Stellar at It

AAM: Place Responsible Management in the Hands of Those Who are
Stellar at It
May 15, 2016
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/05/15/276618/
In a personal reading with Archangel Michael through Linda Dillon on May 6, 2016, he spoke
on how to manage multiple large-scale projects ... and still write.
Seldom does what Archangel Michael say apply only to me. Perhaps hear what follows as
directed to all of us.
If any others have readings that produced material that you'd like to share more generally, let us
know through "Contact Us."
Steve Beckow: Well, I finished my prepared questions but I always have questions on how to run
this collection of organizations that I’m going to be seeing to without running myself into the
ground, without shouting at people to do what I want them to do. How am I going to make this
work, Lord, and still write?
Archangel Michael: Let us suggest to you - well, let me tell you - we, meaning you and I with the
legions of help, are going to hire talented, capable, extraordinary, committed people.
It is not intended - and I cannot be strong enough in sharing this with thee - it is not intended that
you become more of a workaholic.
Steve: I can imagine that. I don’t think I could.
AAM: No, and one of the reasons for this hiatus, this reconstitution, re-patterning, re-gridding, is
the balancing out. It’s for you [developing] deep, divine respect for your life, for your body and
for your life force.
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You and we have chosen long ago that you are a writer and a communicator of truth. You are an
emissary with your star brothers and sisters and that is first and foremost and that will not
change.
So responsible management of projects, of money, of finance, etc., you place in the hands of
those who are stellar at it.
So it is people, individuals, that have run large organizations, that have the leadership qualities,
who know how to structure and manage millions and billions of dollars without blinking an eye.
That is not your forte.
I do not intend it to become your forte and neither do you and neither does the Mother. So I will
help you in the hiring process.
So what you are really doing is managing half a dozen people, who are tried and true and who
come with the true vision of mission and purpose, who have the integrity and the collegiality,
because it is not you having a staff.
It is about you and I having colleagues that are trusted and capable. Now does that mean that you
simply give them free reign? Yes, it does. But there is the overarching stewardship. (1)
So what you pay attention to, and you’re very good at this, is reading the body language, reading
the, what is said in between the lines, understanding by outcomes and by process what is being
done.
So it is very much the big picture understanding rather than the day-to-day operation. So you are
freed up. You are the custodian, the steward, not the manager.
This is about you trusting yourself, your intuition and your knowing. You know when someone is
true.
Steve: Yes, I do.
AAM: And you know when they’re coming from a place of ego. There is a huge difference
between someone who has confidence in their abilities and understanding of what needs to be
done and an overview of what the vision is and someone who simply wants to be the head of a
large foundation.
Steve: Well, looking at the hiring process, let me see if I’m correct in how I envision this. The
first person to hire would be an accountant. The second person to hire would be a personnel
agent. The third person would be an operations manager… How am I doing so far?
AAM: You have jumped the gun. The first person you hire is your CEO.
Steve: Do you think that X can do that?
AAM: She will have a lesser position.
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Steve: What about Y, can he do that?
AAM: Maybe. He would need to step up.
Steve: I need someone who can hit the road running.
AAM: We are talking about someone who has very broad, substantial experience. So you are
thinking about someone who is in the same league as someone who would run the Gates
Foundation, for example.
Steve: Alright, and a light worker. They would have to understand this whole process
[Ascension, Disclosure, Abundance, etc.].
AAM: Oh no, there is no room [otherwise]. So in tandem with that trusted advisor, you then hire
your team. Because you cannot hand them the team and say, “You work with them.”
You want that person to be involved. In some ways that person is becoming your alter ego.
Footnotes
(1) See "AAM: The Overarching Principle of Post-Reval Financial Wayshowing is
Stewardship," http://goldenageofgaia.com/?p=276540
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
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Archangel Michael: Dream Big

Archangel Michael on Dreaming Big
Jan. 14, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/01/14/archangel-michael-dreaming-big/

My readings with Archangel Michael produce more and more information which I'm sure he
wants me to share.
These extracts are from a personal reading through Linda Dillon, Jan. 3, 2017. Thanks to Dana
for our transcript.
Steve: So now, dreaming big: The barrier I hit in dreaming big is that it costs money to fulfil
those dreams and so I continually pull back and say, “Well, the money is not around for that so if
you talk about it, it’s going to just get people excited and there aren’t the means to carry
through.”
Do you want to help me with that?
AAM: When I ask you to dream big, first of all, I did not say dream big and talk about it.
I am teasing you but I am not teasing you.
So first comes the dream and it is important that it be for your sacred self, for your human self,
for your masculine self and for you as a steward for humanity.
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And increasingly what you are coming to understand - what you’ve always understood to a
certain extent - is that there are many places in which those two places do not and will not
intersect.
Steve: Big dreams and money? Is that what you’re saying?
AAM: No, it is your private dreams, your dreams for the person known as Steve, and the dreams
that you have for Nova Earth. They are like two streams. Think of it as a branching of the same
river or stream.
Steve: I look and look and look and I don’t think that I have that many desires.
AAM: No, you don’t. But what you do have, do not abandon. You are seeing in very clear
substantive reality how those dreams come forth into physicality. But they come forth by
expression of the dream.
Let us use one of our favourite examples, of healing the abuse of women, in terrorizing marital
relationships, domestic violence. Make it very specific.
If you have that dream and you never whisper it out loud then it remains internal. The
expression, whether it is to the four walls of your home or to the entire planet - and there are
appropriate levels of sharing - the expression, the externalization of the dream in speaking and
writing, the communication of the dream is part of bringing forth the creation.
So to speak of your desires, whether they are personal or global is very important.
As you go forth, you have been in a juncture. You have been in a phase where the speaking of
dreams, of personal dreams, has been very helpful to yourself and to others particularly those
that you are close to.
But for example, when you are in a different position, you will not share so much personal detail
because, dearest heart, we have guaranteed that you are protected. Well, sometimes being
protected means that you keep quiet. (1)
Steve: Yes, yes, yes, I have to do my part. And it’s going to be a challenge, Lord, because
sometimes I just want to blurt it out.
AAM: I know.
Steve: What can we do?
AAM: I will muffle you.
Steve: Okay, good! That’s what I need.
Footnotes
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(1) AAM notes that personal dreams and global dreams may not intersect. But awareness writing
and self-censorship are also strange bedfellows. An altogether challenging assignment.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: Free Will and Control

Archangel Michael on Free Will and Control and Allowing the Higher
Self to Lead
March 2, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/03/02/286569/

In this excerpt from our Feb. 17, 2017 reading, Archangel Michael helps me understand some of
the finer points of free will and control.
Steve Beckow: Free will and control. I don’t know how to approach the question of free will and
control. I hear people saying, “I’m going to change the way my boyfriend eats” and I say, “Well,
you know you really can’t control people.” And they say, “I’m helping him.” Can you talk about
that a bit because I am stumped?
Archangel Michael: It is motivation, is it not?
There is a fine distinction, and that is what you are struggling with, between really wanting to
control and calling it help. Now we struggle with this! Not really but we will use this example.
It would be very inviting at times for us to say, “We are going to help you with what you eat.”
And this is a very simple example, is it not?
“We are going to help you and therefore you will never go out and order a cheeseburger and fries
again.” Because the truth is, our help is controlling you. We are interfering. We are overriding
your free will.
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What a statement like this is about; “I am only helping; I am going to change somebody’s
choices” because that is what it is. You are seeking to override another person’s choices.
When we have talked about stewardship, and this may seem like eating is a very simple thing but
it is not. When we have talked about stewardship, we have talked about leading by example, role
modelling, mentoring, and showing the way.
So, using the example of eating, if you eat healthy, only green (and there is a long list of what
has been defined as healthy) and you are vibrant and alive, then those around you observe and
say, “I would like that as well” and they may follow your pattern.
But it is done out of love. It is not done out of a desire to change somebody so that they will
conform to your ideation of what is right and wrong.
Steve: I think people can be put off if there is even a hint of pushing somebody in a certain
direction.
AAM: That is absolutely correct because the paradigm of control is one of the essential
paradigms that is being broken upon your planet and so any effort on the part of any being to try
and control a person is going to meet with resistance.
Think of, as a child, when you wanted to read the book for another half-hour or watch a TV
program and your parents said, “But you must be asleep and in bed by 9 o’clock.” What
happened? You would fight it tooth and nail.
It is the same. As soon as you try and say, “You must” “Oh, I want to help you so don’t eat that,
eat this.” It does not work. It has to be one’s own choice and the volition of the individual.
So for example, often we have said to you, “The road to understanding, to love, to expansion we beg you to meditate every day. Prayer, meditation, ritual.” We do not say “you must”
Steve: Last question, Lord. Can you advise me on how to facilitate or allow my higher self to run
the show - Big Steve instead of Little Steve?
AAM: Allow Big Steve (and let us preface this by saying we love both Steves.) We love all the
Steves. So what we want you to do is to follow our example please. So it is a request not a
control!
Let Big Steve love Little Steve. When you are attending to, what you have thought of as Little
Steve, when you are meeting what remains of his insecurity or his security needs or his feelings
of lack, when he is attended to, he is so overjoyed to let Big Steve be in charge.
It is not that he (Little Steve) really wants to run the show but so often, in terms of survival, he
has felt that he has to. So the more that Big Steve reassures, loves, tends to, until what happens,
sweet one, is that Little Steve will simply step into Big Steve and that unification will be
complete. (Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon,
Feb. 17, 2017.)
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Archangel Michael: On Current Chaos & Joy

Channelled Gem: Archangel Michael on Current Chaos & Joy
Council of Love, December 13, 2016
http://counciloflove.com/2016/12/archangel-michael-on-current-chaos-joy/
Greetings, I am Michael, Archangel of Peace, Warrior of Love, Bringer of News. Welcome, my
beloved friend of joy. Welcome, my beloved friend of peace and anchor of wonder and anchor of
love.
Yes, there is great chaos upon your planet and it has come to the surface for recognition, for
elimination, for reworking, regridding, reformation. It matters not what you call it, sweet one. It
is simply a matter of change of form and it is a necessary change of form, change of energy,
change of substance so that humanity goes forth in heart, as love, as One.
It sounds so simple and yet, of course, it is not. And never is the aspect of free will, of selfdetermination, of choice ever interfered with from this side or this realm. Do we attempt and
influence? Yes, we do. Do we guide and protect? Of course we do.
But the ultimate wisdom, the ultimate love, the ultimate knowing in the recognition of selfdivinity is always ever present, omnipresent, and it will not be overridden. The challenge, of
course – and this has never changed throughout time and space as you think of it – the challenge
has always been the awakening of that omnipresent wisdom, the omnipresence of love within
each and every heart.
To us, it is strange and yes, sometimes sad that this love, this power, this life-force, this loveforce is not fully acknowledged, activated and allowed free reign. Any witnesses… you observe
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this and at times you struggle with this in your community, in the understanding and the lack of
understanding of how people proceed.
It is confusing on the most elemental level when beings do not choose love. To us, it is the choice
beyond choice, it is the alignment beyond alignment, it is the decision beyond decision because
nothing else in any realm makes sense.
There are those upon your planet who wish to reclaim, reconstruct, recreate the old third and that
is what they are attempting to do. But, sweet angel of love, you know and those who are the
loveholders know that this simply will not occur. The old third no longer exists. It is that simple.
So while there are efforts to reclaim what they view as a lost kingdom. It is a time, in many
ways, where you are stepping back and becoming more the observer then the participant then the
observer? Yes, but that is alright. There are billions upon billions upon billions of variables,
adjustments, attunements to and within our Divine Mother’s Plan. But let us be clear – the
broader Plan, and the broader Plan of the restoration of love upon this planet of sweet Gaia, has
never changed and it is not about to.
Now, is the Mother infinitely patient? Yes. And is our reference of time and space very different
than yours? Yes. But let us suggest to you… no, let us just flat out tell you – the Mother’s Plan is
in unfoldment. The restoration of peace on Earth is in unfoldment.
So while it may look messy and chaotic, the Mother has not backed away from her Plan and
neither have we. It will be done, and it will be done timely. And when I say “timely”, I do not
mean the infamous “soon”. What I mean, sweet angel, is within a very near framework in your
time and ours.
Personal reading channelled by Linda Dillon on December 2, 2016
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: How the Plan Unfolds in the Midst of
Creative Chaos

Archangel Michael Explains How the Plan Unfolds in the Midst of
Creative Chaos
December 15, 2016
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/12/28/transcript-archangel-michael-explains-plan-unfoldsmidst-creative-chaos-december-15-2016/
Linda Dillon

Channel for Council of Love

Steve Beckow

Host for InLight Radio

Archangel Michael: Greetings, I am Michael, I am Mi-ki-el, Archangel of peace, warrior of love,
bringer of news, and a thousand other titles throughout the universe. Welcome my beloveds, my
family, my allies, and, might I say, my peaceful warriors. Welcome to this time of further,
greater, deeper, higher expansion of the assumption of your creator selves, of the anchoring of
those creations in physicality upon your beloved planet of Gaia.
While I speak to the hearts and the minds and the bodies of those of you who tune in tonight –
and I thank you for doing so – I also use this venue to speak to every being upon this planet.
And, I ask that my voice, my energy, my message, and the divine instruction of the Mother go
forth and be heard on every level across this wondrous place you call Gaia.
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The time of excitement, of awe, of wonder, of understanding the truth of your role is truly upon
you. And, some of you scoff and you say, “But, Michael, I have understood my role for a long
time.” Might I suggest to you, beloved ones, that this comes in layers. That in your role, in your
life, in your journey, up close and personal and global and universal, there is always more. Just
as there is always more to the plan and the infinite wonder of our Mother, Father, One.
Sweet angels of light, it is time for celebration. No, not only because in your various calendars
and traditions it is that season. What I am talking about is that it is time for celebration that you
are embodying the fullness of who you are. You are not only acknowledging or accepting the fact
of your creator self, you are stepping in, you are anchoring and you are bringing forth this
Garden of Eden of various creations. And no, let me be very clear, it is not fully dependent upon
any kind of situation, whether you call it politics or RV’s or world peace, because you are the
creators, the anchors, and the implementers of so many of these variables, these elements, these
aspects of Nova Earth.
I do not deny – the Mother, most certainly, does not deny – that you need your tools of the trade,
your equipment, your wherewithal to proceed. That is a given. But, before that comes, what the
channel has talked about, and that is the flexible steel, the malleable titanium of will, that depth
of determination to go forth and to do your bidding no matter what. Now, I would like to veer
away for a moment, because you have asked me, well, you have strongly suggested, that you
would like to know or to review briefly this understanding of dimensionality.
Steve Beckow: Lord, if I can just intervene for a moment. I think the precise question, if I am
correct, was that there just seems to be so much chaos around us. Is this an indication that we are
in the sixth dimension of creative chaos?
AAM: It is absolutely correct. You have ascended! Now, while we suggest that it is not a
hierarchy of dimensions, in fact it is a progression, so let us use this terminology. You have
moved and you are on the cusp of the fifth dimension and the sixth dimension. The fifth
dimension, as you know, is where you have been learning and mastering the management of
change. And, I would suggest to you that you have been in radical change, both internally as
individuals and externally as human beings for some time in this expansion of your energy field
and in the bleed-through, or the taste, of what it means to be fully in the love, to be the love.
As you are moving into the sixth dimension, this is the dimension [where] the qualities [are] of
creative chaos. Now, many of you, and you have just said, dear Steve, that this feels like chaos.
Now, one of the first choices I am placing before you is, do you want it to be chaos or do you
want it to be creative chaos? What looks to you like mayhem and chaos is this grand opportunity,
out of this mix, to bring forth the birth and the aspects, the experience, the tangible, physical
reality of the beauty of Nova Earth, of Nova beings, of ascension into the seventh dimension of
Christ consciousness and love.
Think of the examples of chaos. Let us move slightly away, and then we will return, from your
politics and your financial systems and the war that is waging, all over your planet, really. Think
of the death of a star, or the birth of a planet.
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Even the birth of the child, of an infant, in those hours or moments when the mother is in labor, if
you were to ask her, through the varying emotional stages and the physical reality of pain, that
would be the very definition of chaos, of pushing and feeling that you must escape, that you want
this over and done with, and yet at the same time, this deep abiding wonder and awe and
excitement. And, the result is the birth of the child. Out of that chaos comes new life, new
existence, new reality. And, it will never be the same.
Once that child, that creation is brought into the world, not only is the planet never the same, the
family is never the same. There is new life, new existence, new script. So, what you are
experiencing now is the birth of what looks like, and I will address this - entire mayhem. It has
been messy and painful and really not making a lot of sense.
So, let us go back. There are those, and I have said this elsewhere and I will say it repeatedly
until all of you understand; there are those upon your planet who would like to reinvent, rebuild,
reconstruct the old third dimension. Now, that is chaos at its finest. Let us also be clear that the
vigor, the commitment to that rebuilding of the old third, is as strong as it was at the initial stages
of that construction.
That level of desire to bring back the old is extraordinarily strong. Because what they are doing
in many ways, your terminology might be, they want to bring back the good old days. But, in
fact they were not good old days. It was some of the darkest periods of humanity. The last,
especially, hundred years of human history has been violent and aggressive, and cruel and
controlling.
The chaos with which this small group wishes to reconstruct humanity into the old paradigm will
not be permitted. We need to be very clear about that. It is not that we interfere or intervene well, we do intervene - but we do not interfere or override human free will or anybody’s free will
for that matter. But, we do place variables, situations, people in place that redirect energies.
The old third is gone. It is but a memory and what you are seeing and witnessing is twofold:
there are those who are finishing up, playing out those memories, and then there are those who
wish to reconstruct the old. While the memories of the old third and the nature of those disasters
need to be kept in place – vague, but clear enough that they are not repeated – the physical
reconstruction of that old third dimension, which was never the Mother’s third, of the expression
of physicality, form, space, etc., it will not happen.
So, there is this churning energy. And, you can think of it as a pot on a stove that is boiling over
with water or foam, or whatever is in the pot. It matters not. What is happening, you are the
creators, but we are helping you as well. It is important that this pot overflow and make a terrible
mess on your stove, your counter, your kitchen. Because, then you are very clear about what the
mess is and everybody who comes into the kitchen or into the house can see, “Oh, you’ve had a
real mess here. What happened?”
But, make no mistake about it. You aren’t going to leave that mess on your stove, in the pot on
the counter indefinitely. It is going to be cleared up, and the heat is going to be turned off. But,
this is a lesson, an experience that the third dimension is presenting through the various players.
But, it is not creation. It is not of love. It is not sustainable. It is entirely illusion.
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Now, why am I spending time emphasizing this? Because you, my beloved brothers and sisters
are pivotal, are critical in looking at this illusion, at this mess, and simply seeing it for what it is.
It is another situation to be observed, to send love and light into, but not to engage in, because
that is not the reality.
So, what you are doing in the sixth dimension of creative chaos is you are taking what looks like
fundamental disruption and molding it, carving it, sculpting it into that which you desire. It is yet
another opportunity, not merely for light workers and love holders, but for all of you. That is why
I address the entire planet. It is the opportunity for all of you to say, “This is not where we
choose to place our energies. This is not what we choose to create. This is not where we choose
to live. This is not acceptable. We are doing something entirely different.”
And you are using your creator selves, in tandem with your star family, in tandem with the
angelic realm, in tandem with the masters and the archangels, to step forth as the true
implementers of the Mother’s plan. This apparent chaos is nothing but a distraction. And does it
have some malign intent? Yes, by those who do not know better? Yes.
But it is not your distraction. It is not your chaos. You can observe it, move the pot off the stove,
turn off the heat. But, you aren’t going to jump into that boiling water and join. So, there is chaos
on several fronts and you only know about a few of them. And, they are showing you, again,
might we say some of the worst of human behavior. The slaughter, and I do not mince words, the
slaughter that has been taking place in Aleppo is criminal. And, I use that word very specifically
in terms of human history, legalities, treaties, understandings. It is the killing of the innocent.
Now, that is chaos and the opportunity is to say ‘No.’ Now, dearest Steve, you would say to me,
“But we as light workers have been saying ‘No.’ And yet the slaughter has continued.” Do not
think – because it is a mental process you are undergoing – do not think that your ‘No’ is not
resounding across the planet. Do not think that your heartfelt love and horror of what is going on
is not felt across the planet.
And, many of you, an enormous number of you, are in fact holding the hands of those who are
departing, holding the hands and protecting many. Many of you are working with me there and
various places. So, do not think that your work and your undertakings are not recognized and
having effect. They are.
Are they apparent to you? No, because right now what you are doing is cleaning up the mess.
But, when you step back, and I mean very shortly, when you step back and you look, you will
say, “Oh that’s what that’s about. That was about us saying the genocide is not acceptable, that
murder is not acceptable. That lying and hatred in your political scenarios is not acceptable.
So, these are choices that are being made very clear to you. But, the idea and the guidance from
our side – and when I say from our side, I mean from all of us – do not engage in the chaos.
Look at it and use it to create what you desire. Now, where do you wish to begin, my friend?
SB: Well, I’m very much torn, Lord, because on the one hand I do know what you’re saying and
I do know what the clarion call is and my desire would be to respond to it. But, on the other
hand, I feel a tremendous tug from my projection of what the listeners might be saying or
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thinking. Whereas I would respond to your call and talk about emergence and expansion and
these necessary processes that we now need to take in hand, I think that the listeners would like
to know what is actually going on in the world.
Again, is abundance in the offing? And, I’m sure everybody wants me to ask about that. The
American election, it’s like chaos. What is going to happen in America, if it’s known? It may not
be known. But disclosure, are we closer? Are we still in a standoff? Ascension, of course, it’s a
process, but any news about what’s next in Ascension?
So, do you know what I’m saying? I leave it up to you which you want to address. How about if
I scurry away and try to get away from this responsibility?
AAM: May I scurry away with you, my friend?
SB: Yes! Let’s go play! Exactly! You can tell me about something you told me in 2014, the
family secrets of the Archangels.
AAM: Oh, it is much easier to explain the current chaos.
SB: (Laughter) Okay, I’ll leave you to it.
AAM: Let us back up again and say this is the time as a light worker, as a creator, as a love
being, where you are being asked to bring the highest, most refined part of yourself to the
forefront, to be the observer and the participant. Now, hold that thought and hold that energy in
your heart. Let us start with the American elections and then we can move on to grander things,
things that truly matter such as abundance and disclosure and ascension.
But, using the American election is a good example of the chaos that people are feeling, chaos,
not creative chaos and there has need to be a very fine distinction here. What you have seen is
upheaval of a magnitude that, shall we say, most beings, human beings upon the planet did not
anticipate. And, that is putting it mildly. The expression of the American people has been one of
disgust, disdain, disappointment, disenchantment, all the disses you can think of. With the
system, as it has been, they have felt disenfranchised.
Now, as an aside, I will say to you that they have felt this sense of disenfranchisement at a time
when you have had a very strong leadership of star brother at the helm. So, dissatisfaction and
the sense of disconnection have not necessarily been rooted in factuality. This sense of
disconnection, of dissatisfaction, has come from the sense, a human yearning – which is a good
thing, for more – for more engagement, more access, more equality, the elimination of the
disparity and inequality.
Now, how it has expressed has not been in the best way, shall we put it that way. But, you even
saw the roots of that dissatisfaction and feelings of disenchantment with Bernie Sanders. From
our perspective, it is very unfortunate that this one was not brought forward as the viable
candidate. But these are human choices and we stand back and we only comment now and then.
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The choice was for radical change or for status quo. And, again, based on much information and
disinformation, many lies, many fantasies – it matters not because this is now ancient history –
the people of this country have basically been equally divided. We’re not talking about who is
the final victor, but basically, the opinions, the votes, have been pretty equally divided for those
who wish radical change no matter what, and those who are willing to live with the status quo
regardless and no matter what. Neither is truly a viable choice.
Neither, well, we’ll leave it at that. Let us say it this way. Neither choice, without some
adjustments – and we’re talking divine adjustments here – is a viable vehicle for the creation of
Nova Earth. And, let me be clear when I speak of Nova Earth, I am speaking of this planet of
love, this planet of joy, of equality, of fairness, of gentleness and of strength. It is not about
divisiveness. It is about unity and cooperation and co-creation, not merely co-creation with us,
but co-creation with one another.
So, this microcosm of the United States of America is a good place to look at. So, now, you have
someone, yes, Donald Trump, who steps forth as the apparent presidential candidate or president
elect. What this declaration on both sides indicates to all of you in this microcosm of the U.S. is
that there has been a human choice to learn some very difficult lessons and to walk through the
chaos, not creative chaos, but to create chaos because even that is preferable to what is in
existence. So, this has been a collective human decision. Not one that we necessarily feel was the
wisest choice, but nevertheless, the one that is being respected.
Now will there be some tough lessons to be learned and you are only seeing the surface? Yes.
But it isn’t about the lies or the sexism or the disregard for whatever, there are many disregards.
It is about the human light workers’ reaction to how the light is going to infuse this chaotic
situation and bring re-creation of the new - not of the old third - out of that into the light of the
planet that is welcoming of your star family, that is welcoming of reorganization, of financial
freedom.
Now, having said that, there is also simultaneously – and I do not mean to create cognitive
dissonance – but this is where you are holding two rather opposing ideas at the same time. At the
same time as you are inserting light into that chaos, what you are also doing is going on to your
own pathways that do not necessarily engage that chaos but creates the new. And, when you
speak of abundance, that has always been why I have suggested to you, that your spiritual
currency is what anchors and prepares you for the ability to go forth with the responsibility, the
stewardship of creating Nova Earth.
So, as implementers of Nova Earth, while you will be sending light and love and creative energy
into that melee, you will also be going on a separate track and creating a world that works for
everyone so that you are not dependent upon those who wish to engage in the chaos, that you are
going forward in the creation of alternate routes. And, what happens in those, what we will call
alternate routes, is that they gain such credibility and power in the true meaning of the word, that
they become the status quo. In that alternate route, your star family, the cities of light, the
completion of ascension, all of that is present. And it, as it gains momentum, it overrides that
pettiness of that other situation.
Now, I know that I have given you food for a million questions, my friend.
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SB: Well, actually, Lord, I was going to say you just laid out the plan, didn’t you?
AAM: Yes. I did.
SB: That is the plan. Okay. So, let’s savor that for a moment. You’ve said that – I imagine that
you, the mighty ones, all the angelic orders and the galactics and the ascended masters are
managing the worst aspects of the chaos. They are preventing it from getting out of hand. And
we are exercising our choices and coming to realizations. And, then, on the other hand, the
wherewithal to build Nova Earth is going to be introduced and we will march forward in that
area, keeping an eye on the other area over here, but building the new, which will attract people
who are currently watching the chaos, into the building. Then this other side [Team Dark] will
shrink.
AAM: That is correct. It will supplant the old. Think of it, what we have said, is that all this
confusion about this American election came from the internal disenchantment, the feeling of
disenfranchisement the people were feeling with the external structures and infrastructures and
power structures. So, I say see this alternative path that is very ethical, full of integrity, stalwart,
but also strong, vibrant, vivacious, attractive…a better way of being. They will migrate.
SB: Is that necessarily a good thing? We’ll have to work with them.
AAM: You are working with them, my friend. You already are. Do not think – and we would
never encourage you to think or feel – that you as light workers are operating within a, what you
would think of as a closed system. Quite the contrary, and that is why you get so upset at times.
Let us go back to 2012. Collectively, humanity decided to ascend as one. So, that system, the
system of your Earth, of Gaia, is the system within which – and it is actually beyond that – that
you are operating. So, the light workers have been working with the recalcitrant, the dissonant,
the disinterested for a very long time. And, there is part of you that has felt that you have been
banging your head against a brick wall.
Well, let us tell you, the Mother has a million tricks up her sleeve, literally. There is not a single
minute variable that cannot and is not adjusted. So, if you have thought, and I know many of you
have felt and cried out in the night that you are a voice crying in the wilderness, what we are
saying is come with us on this alternate route, continuing to send love and light into that melee,
but come with us on this alternate route. Walk with us, walk with Jesus, and, in that, those who
have not been listening will say, “Look over there. That looks far more attractive. I guess what
they were saying makes sense after all.” And they will follow.
SB: Sounds like a trip with the ‘Spirit of Christmas Present,’ Lord.
AAM: Does it not?
SB: What you’re giving us right now is a view of the big picture, a view of what’s actually
happening. Are we going to be here a year from now still talking about something called
abundance? And, I’m not extending that to disclosure, but, how about ascension? Are we still
going to be here a year from now?
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AAM: We will be here, well, I was about to say a thousand years, and a hundred years, you
know, talking about this. But, it will not be in the same context. That is really your question. It is
the eternal question of when that you are sneaking in, are you not?
SB: (Laughter) That’s right! They pay me to dress it up, you know.
AAM: The answer is we will not be here next year, or even next month, talking about this in the
same context.
SB: Because, you do know we are all very tired, very tired of waiting. I feel obliged to express
that from my view of the emails that I receive.
AAM: Well, do you not know that we know what tired feels like?
SB: (Laughter.) Yes, but, you are all sitting there in bliss with the divine equivalent of the tequila
sunrise in your hands…
AAM: Except while we have to deal with the human chaos.
SB: (Laughter.) That is exactly so. How are we doing with disclosure and how are we doing with
ascension, Lord?
AAM: Everything, in terms of your galactic and intergalactic friends, family is in place. Many,
oh, well, that is putting it mildly, many are positioned upon the planet and you are all running
into the new day awake, whether you realize it or not. Most of you have your “ET” sensors on,
and, so you are acknowledging them. So, from the side of your star family, all is in order and
waiting in readiness.
Now, having said that, you are in, as we have just discussed, a tumultuous time. The plan had
been that there would be disclosure, through Obama, by year end. Given the instability in China,
Russia, Korea and the United States, and their tendency to engage missiles which we have been
intercepting along with your star family – no, not all of them unfortunately – but that is, we are
waiting for a quieter moment because your political environment, might I say, not your armed
forces, let us be clear about that, your military – and I speak for all these nations – is in fact, at
this moment, quite peace loving.
But your political environments are very volatile and very aggressive and willing to use missiles.
And, so we do not want, in any way, to allow any form of perceived aggression to take place. So,
what I am suggesting to you is some roller coasters ahead in the next couple of months that will
seek the transfer of power of what you think of as leadership in several countries.
When that has taken place and completed, and it is already begun, what you will see is that there
will be full disclosure.
SB: Thank you. That’s exciting.
AAM: It is very exciting! Can you imagine the difference just with star technology? How much
easier human life will be in terms of healing, and living, and communications and travel. There is
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so much that your star friends are eager to share. The most excitement simply comes with the
promise of reunion. You know, there are many of you who visit the ships regularly, as you know,
some of you consciously, some of you not. Many of you not. But there is the same process that is
taking place with your star family. And they are as eager and as excited to visit you. Yes, there
are the treaties. There are the shifts in structure and technology. But, the being-to-being, the unity
and community is what they are most excited and anticipating. They can’t wait. And, they, in
terms of the patient quotient that you were speaking of, have been waiting a very long time. So,
yes, patience is a stellar virtue.
SB: (Chuckling.) Stellar virtue. Well, I might add another dimension of it too, Lord, and that’s
the arrival of another. All of a sudden there is going to be another. And, I know that’s going to
change my dynamics.
AAM: It will absolutely change the dynamics of your societies. When I have spoken of chaos
and the birthing of the child, the creative chaos that comes forth in those various moments and
how that family is never the same, when you are having the introduction and the presence – not
merely the knowing, because you’ve had the knowing for some time – but the actual presence of
your star family in your house and your community, it will change everything. And, that is why
they have been so careful. They want to be welcome. They don’t want to be excluded from the
family reunion.
SB: Right. If somebody from the outside, so to speak, came into the house, one would be on
one’s best behavior. That would be an example of the kind of change that might happen. And, I
can imagine that when we’ve gotten over our major military and other violent kinds of responses,
that the introduction of the star family would have that effect on us as well. We would all drop
whatever the petty bickering was that was going on and come together rather quickly.
AAM: Everyone will want to put on their best face. To be seen, not in a way that is false,
because, sweet angels your best face really is who you are. You are kind. You are compassionate.
You are welcoming. This is the truth of who you are and this is the truth of the sixth dimension.
It is not tearing apart, it is creating. It is gathering the molecules and bringing together what you
desire from that best and highest divine part of who you are.
SB: Wow. I don’t think we realize. We think of disclosure as some event that’s happening out
there. Spaceships are going around and we’re watching all this and cities are springing up. But,
it’s the events that are going to be happening inside.
AAM: The major event is inside. And, you are quite correct. Everyone thinks of disclosure as an
event. And, in fact, they have been showing themselves increasingly, over the, especially, over
the past year. But, you tend to think of it in terms of an event when, in fact, what it is is an
essential shift in the paradigm of what it means to be Gaians.
SB: What it means to be humans, too. After all, it’s humans meeting humans, so, that is again
going to give us some paradigm jarring moments.
AAM: It will give many pause.
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SB: Yes! Lord, I think we’re close to running out of time. Why don’t we just spend a couple
minutes with any news about Ascension that you’d like to bring us and then we will have to end
our show today.
AAM: We will have to fly away, will we not?
SB: You and I, yes. We have a date. We are going to be at Club Sirius, are we not?
AAM: It is a date. You are doing well in terms of your ascension process. Yes, some of you are
further along than others. But, let me be clear on this, there is not one of you listening, there is
not one of you who will listen after the fact and in this night, that is not about 80 percent farther
along than you were even several months ago. You are almost there. The tipping point has been
crossed. And, when we have what you would call that critical mass, we will have that, shall we
say, that snap. You are almost there.
What is the hold up? The holdup is what we have talked about in terms of the collective and that
collective decision. So, we are…many of you are carrying millions with you. So, they may or
may not be aware. They may or may not be interested or recalcitrant. You are bringing them
along. If you have thought that it is a heavy load, you are absolutely correct. But my dear friends
it is one worth carrying. So, you are almost home.
SB: That’s spectacular. Thank you very much for that. Is there anything you want to say in
closing, Lord?
AAM: It is good to be back. And, it is good to see, even in what appears to be chaos, that the
forward thrust is not lost. It is well underway, my friend. Take heart. Go with my love and go in
peace. Farewell.
Channeled by Linda Dillon
©2016 Council of Love, Inc.
http://counciloflove.com/
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: “Cabal Threats” Not Accurate

AAM Denies Accuracy of Cabal Threats
Nov. 28, 2016

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/11/08/aam-denies-accuracy-cabal-threats/
This is a passage from my reading with Archangel Michael Nov. 5, 2016, through Linda Dillon,
in which he reassures a reader who wrote in asking if the threat against the family of currency
exchangers, reported in Ben Fulford's column, was accurate. AAM said it was not.
Steve Beckow: A reader wrote in - it’s rather long so I’ll summarize - he’s worried about a threat
from the cabal that families of currency holders will be killed if the currency holder exchanges.
Is that so? What would you have me say to him?
Archangel Michael: That is fear mongering. That is those who believe themselves to be wellintentioned, creating a cycle of fear, anger, mistrust. It is not true.
This is not about civil unrest or revolution. This is about the creation of a New World and its only
purpose is the anchoring of Divine Source of Love restored into human form.
This is your litmus test that I have referred to. When you act, when you read, when you listen,
ask yourself: Does it feel like love? If it does not, then sweep it aside. It is untruth. It is not of our
guidance.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: On Mad Rushing Post-Reval

Archangel Michael on Mad Rushing Post-Reval
Jan. 12, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/01/12/archangel-michael-mad-rushing-post-reval/
My recent venture into micro-finance gave me many glimpses into what life would be like after
the Reval. I found myself in unknown territory and learned many things that will assist me later.
I spoke with Archangel Michael about it in a reading I had with him through Linda Dillon on
January 3, 2017. I know he wants me to share what he said. Thank you to Dana for our
transcript.
Steve Beckow: Well, I’ve had my preview of the Reval. It certainly allowed me to do a kind of
test run and look at spreadsheets and other financial things.
What do you want me to do now? What’s next, Lord?
Archangel Michael: It is a very important step. In fact it is critical to the completion of all of this:
Breathe!
Did you not note - you could not help but note - that during this prelude the feelings of chaos,
even in the most positive of senses, (1) have permeated your very core?
Steve: Oh yes, indeed.
AAM: And then you have allowed the feelings of chaos from others around you to also penetrate
your core and the feeling of overwhelm, of dizziness has made you feel under exceptional
pressure rather than joyful. So while the joy was there, it was clouded. (2)
It is important for you to know and to realize - and especially in your small group - that this
[feelings of chaos] is what so many human beings are, and will, be experiencing and this is also
why our strong encouragement to not rush anything has been so important. (3)
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Now I say this: The level of heart and mind and physical commitment to the creation of Nova
Earth in the Lightworker, Loveholder community is extraordinary and extraordinarily strong and
there has been a sense of impatience and of waiting ad nauseum.
On our side everything is in order! But on the human side it has been exceptionally important
that every single item be organized correctly and you cannot even begin to imagine the number
of variables. We are not just talking about the multitude of mechanical, political, social, and
economic things that have need to be addressed.
The energy from our perspective, having dealt with many of the minutia, and helping humans
deal with the minutia, also has to be addressed. And by and large it has been.
In their eagerness to create Nova Earth, there will be this mad rush and the mad rush does
nothing but create confusion and the feeling of inner chaos and therefore outer chaos. Inner
mayhem, inner pressure, outer pressure, outer overwhelm and on and on with the list.
I bring this to the forefront for discussion because it is important that this insight be shared. ...
We are not being critical of any of this but [succumbing to the chaos post-Reval] is something
that those who are bestowed funds, one way or another, have need to be aware of.
The Company of Heaven, the Council of Love, myself and Gabrielle are not sitting here with the
stopwatch to see how fast you can leap to action.
Steve: But some light workers will be.
AAM: That is why you are going to tell them. I have made a jest in saying that your next
assignment is to breathe. But I am not joking when I say, the very first assignment in the RV is to
breathe.
It is not to be rushed. It is to be done in thoughtful, self-considerate action.
This is an unfoldment of a Golden Age. It does not happen in a week or a month.
Steve: I had resolved to follow your advice not to make any purchases the first week but just to
sit but it became seemingly important to buy a new computer at one point.
That utterly threw me off. Instead of being available to what was happening, I was going down to
Apple and trying to get this computer to work, transferring files, going out in post-Christmas
crowds buying adapters, etc.
Next time, when the Reval happens, thanks to this preview, I will wait a week before I do
anything.
AAM: And for most people, we will extend that out to a month because it is the breathing, it is
the organizing, it is the physical adjustment to a different set of circumstances [that is important].
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You cannot be fully engaged in the shift in energy, in the sense of joy, and be worried about
whether you are buying a computer or buying a house or buying a nation. That will not do.
Footnotes
(1) Chaos can result from positive as well as negative events. A flurry of buying activity after the
Reval can introduce a note of chaos into our lives at a time when we need to remain calm to
handle a massive transition.
Please remember as well that it isn't just unexpressed grief, frustration, etc., that can be an upset;
unexpressed joy can also be an upset.
(2) What Archangel Michael calls joy, I call bliss. So, if we want the joy to be unalloyed, we
might do well to lean towards meditation rather than towards consumption.
(3) After the Reval, don't rush into arrangements.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: On Confrontational and Aberrant
Behavior

Archangel Michael on Confrontational and Aberrant Behavior
Jan. 22, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/01/22/286208/
Archangel Michael here relates how hope and trust become my two new life skills in the new
world created by letting go of confrontational and aberrant behavior. (1)
In most instances, changes of behavior inspired by our guides come about because they plant the
idea in our mind.
But here, thanks to the marvels of channeling and the Internet, we have an instance of an
archangel actually discussing and working publicly with his servant to alter that servant's
behavior.
We can actually listen to the distinctions he makes in going about his work of guidance.
Moreover, he indicates at the end that we'll continue working on this issue and sharing it
publicly.
Archangel Michael: Now, you have done well in the reduction, elimination of what we would
call confrontational behaviour/feelings.
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Steve Beckow: Thank you
AAM: We thank you, sweet angel.
Steve: It feels funny….
AAM: It does feel funny does it not? It is a significant pattern change and it is a significant
pattern change in so far as that it is now also exposing you to the sense of growing vulnerability.
Steve: Oh, yes. Very unsettling.
AAM: But you are also setting this paradigm for the collective because community in the true
sense of what we are, not only envisioning for your society, but assisting in bringing forth in
alignment with the birth of Nova Being/Nova Societies/Nova Earth is based on societies and
communities that [don’t include] these rough or confrontational behaviour or stances.
Now with this new sense of vulnerability comes hope and trust.
Steve: Hmmmmmm… (2)
AAM: Yes, you will ponder this and you will also practice it. As you feel fear - which of course
does nothing and we’re not talking fight or flight but - as you are feeling fear and this sense of
exposure, shall we say, what comes to the surface?
The hope that you will be seen and known and treated as the divine being that you are and that in
this openness, that you will also be able to interact with another, whether it is a stranger or an
intimate partner, in a way that is truly based on both of you engaging from the highest platform,
from the highest realm of how you may proceed. It doesn’t matter whether it is an exchange with
the teller at the bank or with me.
So it is this feeling that is truly based on this hope and trust that it is going to be alright, that I
have guided you correctly and accurately to a place where you will be able to function but
function in a very new behavioural pattern.
And it is a pattern initially, that can be, and is, for you and for many, rather uncomfortable. But at
as you proceed it will be of such liberation that you will be ecstatic.
Steve: It’s absolutely new territory for me, Lord … strange.
I’ve always used my threat display, my confrontational side to ward off the necessity of me
feeling fear so I’ve always done it that way and now this is very, very different.
AAM: I understand.
Steve: Could you give me more on where this goes?
AAM: I would be pleased to.
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Now, you have always prided yourself, in a very positive way, my brother, and worked on this
value and this practice of transparency, of truly being the authentic, unique, brilliant, bright,
loving individual that you are.
But when you have this overlay of what we would call the confrontational defense mechanism,
in fact, you aren’t transparent at all.
This mechanism has been very useful for you so I am not saying this in any way of critique,
criticism or denigration. I am speaking to you heart to heart, as brother. This behaviour worked
for you and was appropriate to the time, the space of the old Third Dimension.
But what you are doing is breaking new ground and in breaking new ground you are setting
paradigms of behaviour that are based on heart consciousness, on expanded consciousness and
what our beloved brother calls, “true love.” (3)
And so the rules of engagement and of behaviour are altered and different and so in order to truly
be the truth of who you are, that façade (5) that was necessary or useful in the old realm doesn’t
serve you in the same way.
If you are trying to create new societies, new community and you use this defence of what can be
perceived as aggressive mechanism to get people to do what you want, then you are still utilizing
a vapour of that old abusive authority and control, rather than truly moving into the stewardship
of who you are.
Steve: Okay, that’s very helpful.
AAM: I am not suggesting this is easy, my friend, and this is something that you and I will be
working on and that you will be sharing because this is a very significant next step and it is not a
next step that you would be taking if you are not already anchored in the higher realms.
(Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Jan. 20,
2017.)
Footnotes
(1) See "Just and Fair and Equitable," Jan. 20, 2017, at http://gaog.wpengine.com/2017/01/20/
just-fair-equitable. Aberrant behavior means the ingenuous, opportunistic, and manipulative
rackets, numbers, routines, acts, scripts, and other aspects of the constructed self that we use to
get our way in life.
(2) I feel wary of hope because of my previous learnings on the matter.
(3) "Love is infinitely powerful, so a deep breath from Its endless abundance allows you to
immerse yourself in the pond of the illusion for long periods of time. And when you do, because
it is the human condition, it is very easy either to forget about love – the weak faint image of real
Love that is all that you can experience as a human – or to convince yourself that you do not
need it because it really only complicates life . . . until the next time you need to take a breath!"
(Jesus via John Smallman, March 22, 2015.)
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Not only Jesus makes the distinction between ordinary and real or true love. Here is the
Arcturian Group as well:
"The high resonating energy of true and real Love flowing from the consciousness of so many at
this time is lifting the world into Ascension. Each person who attains a consciousness of
Unconditional Love, adds more Light to universal world consciousness." (The Arcturian Group,
Sept. 7, 2015, at http://www.onenessofall.com.)
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: False Masks will No Longer Work

AAM: False Masks will No Longer Work
March 11, 2017
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/03/11/aam-false-masks-will-no-longer-work/
I was working on the First Contact database and came across this gem from Michael in 2013. He
basically tells us the old Third is going and the false masks we used to get our way before will no
longer work. The masks can go slowly or abruptly, but they will go.
He reminds us that events like the Reval have their purpose but are still only part of a sequence
of events ("a turn of events"). No one event is the end-all and be-all. These events set the
direction and accomplish the overall purpose; namely, the unfoldment of the Mother's Plan.
Excerpted from "Archangel Michael on the Reval, NESARA, Putin and the Boston Bombings,"
May 14, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/05/archangel-michael-on-the-reval-nesaraputin-and-the-boston-bombings/.
Steve Beckow: There’s a line of commentary going on on the internet that says that NESARA is
not going to happen. The revaluation will leave the same financial elite in place and we’ll just
have some minor improvements. Is that a correct line of commentary?
Archangel Michael: That is a completely incorrect assessment.
SB: All right. Anything further you want to say about that?
AAM: Pay attention. We have talked to you not about an event, but a turn of events, plural. And
that this [Revaluation] is one of those turns of events. So for all of you who are seeking not only
financial relief but signals that the shift in terms of what you perceive as Ascension is underway,
this is one of your landmark signals. But it is a turn of events. (1) It is not simply one or the
other.
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And we will tell you very clearly, your Earth — the systems, the planet — is not going to remain
status quo. It cannot. And very rarely will you hear me use these words. It cannot remain the
same because that is not the unfoldment of the Plan of the Mother.
Has there been flexibility and adjustment to accommodate the desires and the heart yearnings of
the collective human race? Of course. But let us be clear. The old 3rd, of what we have been
talking about, of false masks — for systems, for governments, for people — is going. Now, it can
go smoothly, because as you disintegrate your mask, you do so for many, or it can be rather
abrupt. It matters not. It is going.
Footnotes
(1) Part of a sequence or series of events, the one supporting the next, as the Reval, by beginning
the redistribution of wealth, will prepare the way for mass acceptance of NESARA.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Archangel Michael: Message to Lightworkers

Archangel Michael: Message to Lightworkers (Repost)
January 9, 2017 / Reposted from July 2016
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/01/09/archangel-michael-message-lightworkers-repost/
Archangel Michael began our reading on July 22, 2016, with this message, spontaneously,
without a question having been asked.
He may have been listening to Linda and I talk before the reading. But it's so timely to repost, as
we lash ourselves to the mast before sailing into possibly stormy waters.
Message to Lightworkers, July 22, 2016
Yes, you are stepping forward, quietly, unobtrusively but in the clarity of One, into your warrior
self. And it is a time for this clarity of the warrior to be very present, not only in you, my beloved
brother, but in many.
Yes, you and the channel have discussed how this is looking and feeling like at the moment. The
Mother’s penetration of her legions continues. There is no room for that which is not honourable,
of truth, of kindness and of consideration.
This separation in what has been called the Lightworker/Loveholder community needs to cease.
You are too few. Yes, you are mighty. Yes, you bring forth clarity.
And you have claimed the freedom to step forward, sometimes as participants, sometimes as
creators, and sometimes as observers. And of course all of those three roles are exactly the same.
And then while we’re at it let’s throw in stewardship and leadership, and being way-showers.
You have toiled. You have been persistent. You have been patient. You have been forthright.
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You have steadied each other upon this path of righteousness, of discovery, of adventure, of
doing upon this planet of Gaia what has never been done before.
While you are mighty, while you are committed, this separation between pathways needs to be
healed. I am not talking about individual situations necessarily.
While there is always room, and it is part of the glory of freedom, for different perspectives,
opinions, understandings, pathways, adventures, expressions, there is only one truth. Many
expressions, many ways of reaching homeward but there is only one truth.
The fiber, the substance, the essence of that truth, is the Mother. Now you know that and what it
is, in its very essence, is love. It is from love, this energy, that all is created.
So when there are these separations between lightworkers that are not of love and not the
expression or experience of love, then what you are doing is practicing self-defeating behavior
and actions that only diminish you being in clear partnership, not only with us, but with each
other.
You are our partners, our boots on the ground. You are the fulfillment of the Mother’s dream and
the Mother’s promise. That can never be achieved by backbiting or nay-saying or trying in any
way to diminish the work of one another.
So yes, dear Steve, I am using you and this time to speak out and to call out to all lightworkers to
unite in heart. Each of you has a very unique pathway, a very unique mission and purpose.
So for example, there are many communicators. Each of you has a different expression and way
of getting at it. There are many healers. Each of you has a different way of going about it.
The point is, is at the start, the middle, and the finish, the way in which your mission is
conducted must be of integrity and love. It must be that quest and that anchoring of peace and
truth. That is Nova Being and Nova Earth.
There is room for variation within but that is the foundation and the roof. How you decorate the
house is up to you. But it must be decorated in beauty, in wonder, in awe, in humility and in
kindness.
So I call to all of you, to unite in purpose not only to passively receive the energies the Mother
and her legions are sending you, but as one force (and I do not mean of violence), one mighty
wave declaring and living, passively and actively, this truth of love.
You are the wayshowers. You are the pathfinders. You are the pillars and the portals and
everything in between. When you stand in that role, when you sit or fly in that role, you are
fulfilling your mission and purpose.
You are fulfilling your plan within the Mother’s plan. But when you deviate from this ... and I
exclude from this the clearing of core issues, which can lead you down some rabbit holes....
Let us be clear, you all proceed together as one family of Gaia, as one circle.
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Repeatedly we have said there is no hierarchy. You, like us, are all servants of the One. There is
no pecking order. It is in equality and unity of heart and love that we proceed together.
So I ask you, I beg you, to remember this. Examine where you are standing, sitting, lying and if
you have veered, if you have detoured, come back to your heart where the truth reigns.
It does not need, in any way shape or form, to be public pronouncements but within your heart,
course correct and begin again.
This channeled material is protected by copyright. We invite you to share it on condition that it is
used in its entirety, that no alteration is made, that it is free of charge, and that the copyright
notice, channel credit, website link, and this statement are posted.
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Further Reading
Linda Dillon
The New You. Emerging into the Brilliance of Humanity’s Heart Consciousness. http://
counciloflove.com/the-new-you/
The Jesus Book. http://jesusbook.counciloflove.com/
The Great Awakening. http://thespiritstore.net/index.php/product/the-great-awakening-2/
Council of Love website. https://counciloflove.com

Beckow, Steve
Financial Wayshowing and Stewardship R12. Interpretive commentary. at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Financial-Wayshowing-and-StewardshipR12.pdf
Financial Reform, Social Reconstruction, and Abundance R3. Answers from channeled messages. At
http://goldenageofgaia.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Financial-Reform-Social-Reconstruction-andAbundance-QA-R3.pdf

Building Nova Earth – Toward a World that Works R6 Book 1 at http://goldenageofgaia.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/Building-Nova-Earth-Toward-a-World-that-Works-R6-Book-1.pdf
Building Nova Earth – Toward a World that Works R6 Book 2 At http://goldenageofgaia.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/Building-Nova-Earth-Towards-a-World-that-Works-R6-Book-2-.pdf
First Contact wiki at http://goldengaiadb.com/First_Contact
Golden Age of Gaia at https://goldenageofgaia.com
- On Building Nova Earth at http://goldenageofgaia.com/building-nova-earth-toward-aworld-that-works-for-everyone/
- On Financial Wayshowing and the Reval at http://goldenageofgaia.com/financialwayshowing-reval/
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